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In 2016, Russia attacked the United States. As the Special Counsel report stated, “The Russian government interfered in the 2016 presidential election in sweeping and systematic fashion.” More precisely, Russian President Vladimir Putin, his government, and his proxies deployed multiple strategies and instruments—media, doxing, covert operations, direct contacts with Trump associates, and cyber-attacks on U.S. electoral infrastructure—to influence the outcome of the 2016 U.S. presidential election, and more generally, to disrupt the electoral process. Although the Kremlin had intervened previously in the electoral processes of other countries and dabbled in influencing earlier American elections, the scale, scope, and sophistication of this Russian intervention in this American election were unprecedented.

In reaction to discoveries about Russia’s election interference in 2016, many recommended the creation of a bipartisan, independent commission, similar to the commission established after the September 11th terrorist attacks, to investigate what happened, how the United States responded, and what policies should be adopted moving forward to prevent or at least minimize new attempts by Russia or other countries to interfere in American elections. Unfortunately, that idea never took root. In May 2017, Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein of the U.S. Justice Department instead appointed Robert Mueller as Special Counsel overseeing an investigation into the allegations of Russian interference in the 2016 U.S. presidential election and related matters. Mueller and his team have revealed detailed accounts of aspects of the Russian campaign and produced 34 indictments of both Americans and Russians, but his mandate was never to investigate all dimensions of the Russian operations. Nor did he interrogate the Obama administration’s responses to the Russian interference or offer policy prescriptions. Numerous Congressional committees have undertaken the challenge of investigating potentially illicit Russian activity—which some are continuing currently—but none have thus far comprehensively examined the entirety of the Russian attack, or the American governmental and non-governmental responses (or lack thereof) to this foreign intervention. Moreover, the Mueller report lacks comprehensive policy recommendations for how to prevent foreign interventions in future U.S. elections. As discussed throughout this report, the executive branch has implemented several reforms to reduce the threat of foreign meddling in elections. The
U.S. Congress also has proposed several new bills to help the effort, many of which we endorse in this study. But the response so far does not meet the threat, which as FBI Director Christopher Wray warned in April 2019, remains very real.5

Outside of government, several books, articles, task forces, and non-governmental organizations have delivered critical insights regarding the Russian attack and proposed innovative policy prescriptions.6 We endorse and amplify many of these ideas in our report. Nevertheless, the United States still has nothing on the shelf comparable to the 9/11 Commission Report, which contained not only analysis of what happened and why, but also significant policy prescriptions.

This study seeks to provide a partial substitute for such a commission report. Building on the abovementioned research and investigations, our report begins by summarizing in Chapter One what the Kremlin did in 2016 and why. Chapters Two through Eight then offer concrete prescriptions for protecting the integrity and independence of U.S. elections, focusing in particular on strengthening resiliency before the 2020 presidential election. Our recommendations are practical, concrete, and achievable before 2020—but they demand action now.

Our team of authors includes experts on cybersecurity, deterrence, Russia, social media companies, and American electoral regulations, as well as diplomacy, democracy and ethics.7 Our view is that all of these disciplines must be brought to bear in order to develop a sophisticated, comprehensive, and successful strategy for repelling not only potential threats from Russia, but also attacks from other foreign and domestic actors seeking to disrupt the integrity of the U.S. electoral process. American voters must choose their leaders alone, without help or interference from outsiders. In this report, we suggest a strategy for enhancing the permissive conditions for just that—free and fair elections not shaped or undermined by the actions of foreign actors motivated by different aims or malign intentions. Our analysis and advice are non-partisan, animated by the belief that all Americans share a common interest in protecting the integrity and independence of the U.S. electoral process.
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

This report urges policymakers, in both government and the private sector, to act immediately in order to protect the integrity and independence of U.S. elections, particularly in the run-up to the 2020 presidential election, and recommends the following actions in order to do so:

**Increase the Security of the U.S. Election Infrastructure**

2.1. Require that all vote-counting systems provide a voter-verified paper audit trail.

2.2. Require risk-limited auditing for all elections.

2.3. Assess the security of computerized election-related systems in an adversarial manner.

2.4. Establish basic norms regarding digital behavior for campaign officials.

2.5. Commit regular funding streams to strengthen the cybersecurity posture of the election infrastructure.

2.6. Retain the designation of election infrastructure as critical infrastructure.

2.7. Allow political parties to provide cybersecurity assistance to state parties and to individuals running for federal office and their campaigns.

**Regulate Online Political Advertising by Foreign Governments and Nationals**

3.1. Explicitly prohibit foreign governments and individuals from purchasing online advertisements targeting the American electorate and aimed at influencing U.S. elections.

3.2. Support the passage of the Honest Ads Act with several key amendments.

3.3. Strengthen self-regulation mechanisms for the major internet platforms.

**Confront Efforts at Election Manipulation from Foreign Media Organizations**

4.1. Require greater disclosure measures for FAR Act-registered foreign media organizations.

4.2. Mandate additional disclosure measures during pre-election periods.

4.3. Support existing disclosure measures of specific social media platforms.
Combat State-Sponsored Disinformation Campaigns from State-aligned Actors

5.1. Create standardized guidelines for labeling content affiliated with disinformation campaign producers.

5.2. Create norms for the media’s handling of stolen information.

5.3. Limit the targeting capabilities for political advertising.

5.4. Expand transparency for paid and unpaid political content.

5.5. Improve the quality and scope of detection tools and reporting policies for social media platforms.

5.6. Build an industry-wide coalition to coordinate and encourage the spread of best practices.

5.7. Remove barriers to the sharing of information relating to disinformation, including changes to privacy and other laws as necessary.

5.8. Establish a Social Media ISAC/ISAO to improve communication between the U.S. government and social media companies about disinformation operations.

5.9. Increase overall transparency on social media platforms.

5.10. Carefully balance platform responsibility with individual freedoms.

5.11. Establish a norm among candidates to not use stolen data or manipulated content.

5.12. Emphasize digital literacy in educational curricula and focus public education on the knowledge that makes democracy more resilient to disinformation campaigns.

Enhance Transparency about Foreign Involvement in U.S. Elections

6.1. Mandate transparency in the use of foreign consultants and foreign companies in U.S. political campaigns.

6.2. Increase transparency about foreign business interests.

6.3. Disclose contacts with foreign nationals and governments.

6.4. Strengthen the norm of one government at a time.
Establish International Norms and Agreements to Prevent Election Interference

7.1. Fortify U.S. and international commitment to human rights.
7.2. Strengthen international norms protecting election infrastructures.
7.3. Create norms to deter the use of disinformation and hacked materials.
7.4. Lead international advocacy against foreign interference through disinformation.
7.5. Distinguish legitimate cross-border assistance from illicit or unlawful interventions.
7.6. Hold congressional hearings about policies to support free and fair elections internationally.
7.7. Promote cooperation among democracies focused on election protection.
7.8. Appoint a senior U.S. government representative on election interference.
7.9. Develop guidelines about platform cooperation with foreign governments.

Deter Foreign Governments from Election Interference

8.1. Recalibrate risk tolerances for actions in cyberspace.
8.2. Signal a clear and credible commitment to respond to election interference.
8.3. Maintain a visible position of U.S. capabilities, intentions, and responses.
8.4. Enact country-specific and timely responses that impose real, effective costs.
8.5. Promote collective engagement with international partners.
8.6. Conduct a continuous strategic disruption campaign against adversaries that seek to interfere with U.S. elections.
8.7. Pursue common interests in cyberspace where possible.
According to Russian President Vladimir Putin, the United States is a hostile power and a serious threat to Russian national interests. From his KGB days, Putin developed an analytical framework with regards to international politics, which cast the United States as the central enemy of the Soviet Union. His ideas evolved over time. After September 11, 2001, for instance, Putin pivoted towards greater cooperation with President George W. Bush in a common fight against terrorism. During Dmitry Medvedev’s presidency, then Prime Minister Putin also allowed greater cooperation between the United States and Russia. Today, however, Putin has returned to his earlier ideas. Putin’s animosity towards the United States has increased during his third and fourth terms in office, animated by a belief that the United States aims to undermine his rule and weaken Russia more generally.

Putin now is engaged in an international ideological struggle that he defines as a contest between conservative, Christian, sovereign values—which he embraces—and decadent, liberal, multilateral ideas championed by many Western governments, including first and foremost the United States. When given the opportunity, Putin seeks to weaken the United States and advance his ideology of ‘Putinism’. The 2016 presidential election in the United States offered Putin one of those opportunities.

‘Putinism’ as a Transnational Ideology and International Campaign

Regarding international affairs, Putin increasingly has championed the sovereignty of great powers like Russia and criticized what he considers American hegemony. In Putin’s view, the liberal international order established after World War II serves American national interests at the expense of other countries. Putin also contends that the United States uses overt military power to violate the sovereignty of other countries, a claim backed by empirical evidence, including most recently, Serbia (1999), Afghanistan (2001), Iraq (2003), and Libya (2011). As Putin lamented in his speech before the 2007 Munich Security Conference, “Unilateral and frequently illegitimate actions have not resolved any problems. Moreover, they have caused new human tragedies and created new centers of tension... plunging the world into an abyss of permanent conflicts... One state and, of course, first and foremost the United States, has overstepped its
national borders in every way. This is visible in the economic, political, cultural, and educational policies it imposes on other nations. Well, who likes this? Who is happy about this?"3 Other times, American presidents, according to Putin, deploy covert means to destabilize or overthrow regimes, be it in Serbia (2000), the Arab Spring (2011), Russia (2011-2012), Ukraine (2013-2014), or Venezuela today.4

It is Russia's mission, therefore, to resist and prevent American attempts at regime change as well as to weaken American power more generally in the international system. To achieve these objectives, Putin has been strategically investing in resources that strengthen his capacity to counter the United States. For example, Putin has increased military spending to modernize the Russian army, produce improved weapons, and better train soldiers. These increases in military capabilities were on display in Georgia in 2008, Ukraine in 2014, and Syria in 2015. Russian nuclear modernization, both of warheads and delivery vehicles, also has expanded during Putin's presidency. Putin also has invested heavily in Russia's cyber capabilities. In 2007, Putin launched what many consider 'the first cyber war' against Estonia, and then accompanied Russia's physical intervention into Georgia in August 2008 with cyber-attacks. Ukraine has similarly endured numerous cyber assaults since Russia's intervention in 2014.

In addition to expanding military and cyber capabilities, Putin and the Kremlin also have fostered ideological alliances around the globe, including within liberal democracies and countries formally aligned with the United States. Over the years, Putin has won over many sympathizers throughout Europe, including Prime Minister Viktor Orbán in Hungary, Marine Le Pen in France, Brexit champion Nigel Farage in the United Kingdom, Geert Wilders in the Netherlands, President Andrzej Duda in Poland, Deputy Prime Minister Matteo Salvini in Italy, and Prime Minister Andrej Babiš in the Czech Republic. The rise of these populist leaders has fostered a perception of a successful, coordinated, populist, illiberal global movement with Putin as its spiritual anchor.

In parallel, Putin and his proxies have enhanced ties between Russian and foreign non-governmental organizations with a shared ideology. Russian Houses have sprouted all over the world to propagate Putinism, and the Russian Orthodox Church has developed connections with conservative religious groups around the world, including in the United States. Moreover, strengthened Russian relations with non-governmental organizations, such as the National Rifle Association (NRA), are an important component of this global strategy to nurture ties with like-minded European and Americans.5 At times, Russian actors have even provided direct financial resources to fellow ideological travelers.6

To further propagate his ideas abroad, Putin has allocated significant resources to developing several media outlets and social media platforms. In the Russian-speaking world, particularly in countries that gained independence after the Soviet collapse, the Kremlin has devoted massive resources to maintaining an influential expanse of Kremlin-controlled television networks, radio, and other media. To extend beyond the Russian-speaking world, the Kremlin started the media company Russia Today in 2005, later renamed RT to disguise its affiliation. With an
annual budget of over $300 million USD, RT now broadcasts in 6 languages and has claimed to be YouTube’s most-watched media company with nearly 3 billion views (of which 1.5 billion are from its flagship English-language channel). In 2014, the Russian government also created Sputnik, an organization that serves as a news agency, news website, and radio broadcast service. The Kremlin-controlled platform promotes a pro-Russian slant on politics, economics, and public opinion, which its regional bureaus gear specifically toward a non-Russian audience.

In parallel with these efforts, Putin and his proxies have invested in the means to circulate disinformation and shape political discourse on social media platforms, including most famously through the Internet Research Agency (IRA). As detailed in the Special Counsel report, the IRA orchestrated a multi-pronged intervention specifically during the 2016 U.S. presidential election, but notably, the IRA and other Russian agents have been conducting disinformation operations on social media platforms for several years in many countries around the world. Other Russian actors in the digital world use social media platforms to push pro-Putin, anti-American ideas.

The Russian army and ethnic Russian separatists constitute a final blunt instrument of propagating ‘Putinism’. Putin’s annexation of Crimea in 2014 and intervention in eastern Ukraine later that year occurred in parallel with a massive ideological campaign to persuade ethnic Russians in these regions to embrace Putin’s worldview. Putin’s recent proposal to provide Russian citizenship to ethnic Russians living in eastern Ukraine, just as he did to residents in the Georgian territories of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, is another key attempt to undermine the sovereignty of a neighbor in the pursuit of his expansionist, ideological agenda.

**Putin’s Preferences in the 2016 U.S. Presidential Election**

By 2016, Putin’s anti-American, anti-liberal, and anti-democratic perspective had crystalized, while simultaneously, his instruments for exporting and propagating his worldview were increasing substantially. Ideological intent and enhanced capability combined to produce the most comprehensive Russian interference campaign thus far in an American election.

Putin initially aimed to delegitimize the American electoral process and American democracy more generally. For years, Putin had endured what he believed were lectures from Western critics about the autocratic elements of Russia’s system of government. Putin was particularly annoyed with Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s criticism of the lack of freeness and fairness of the electoral process in the December 2011 parliamentary election in Russia, an “attack” which Putin said publicly sent a signal to the Russian opposition to protest against his government. Consequently, Putin wanted to sow division, disrupt processes, and more generally cast doubt about the integrity of the 2016 U.S. presidential election.

Putin also aimed to weaken Clinton’s presidential candidacy and help Trump as another means for undermining the integrity of the 2016 election. The unexpected emergence of Trump as a viable candidate offered Putin more opportunities to advance his agenda against American democracy. Supporting Trump became a central part of Putin’s strategy of delegitimization. Although easy to forget now, Trump was not considered a serious candidate at the beginning
of the campaign, as he was regarded as a provocateur and disrupter outside of the mainstream. Eventually, he would even directly challenge the legitimacy of the American democratic process himself, berating subjects such as the unfair primary process, “fake news”, and the corrupting influence of money in politics. As Election Day approached, Trump even warned that the vote was going to be rigged.11 Supporting such an unpredictable and oftentimes inflammatory candidate therefore served Putin’s goal of undermining the integrity of American democracy. 

In addition, as a candidate, Trump expressed many policy positions that Putin openly endorsed. For instance, candidate Trump pledged to look into lifting sanctions and recognizing Crimea as part of Russia.12 Trump campaign representatives tried to change the Republican Party platform to eliminate support for lethal weapons for Ukraine. Trump frequently criticized the NATO alliance, while barely saying a word about democracy and human rights.13 When asked about Putin’s human rights abuses inside Russia, Trump defended Putin with a narrative of ‘whataboutism’, arguing, “Well, I think our country does plenty of killing also…”14 After winning the election, he later pushed back on criticism of Putin by stating, “We have a lot of killers…you think our country is so innocent?”15 On the campaign trail, Trump predicted, “We’re going to have a great relationship with Putin and Russia.”16 Trump has also praised Putin personally and profusely,17 describing him as “brilliant”18 and a “genius”,19 and suggesting that he was a better leader than Obama, when he asserted, “I will tell you in terms of leadership [Putin] is getting an ‘A’, and our president is not doing so well…”20 It was very rational, therefore, for Putin to want Trump to win, even if the Trump administration did not follow through on many of these pro-Putin campaign statements.21 As the unclassified report by the Office of the Director of National Intelligence on Russian involvement in the 2016 U.S. presidential election concluded, “We assess Putin, his advisers, and the Russian Government developed a clear preference for President-elect Trump over Secretary Clinton.”22 Putin himself then affirmed this assessment of the American intelligence community. When asked point blank about his electoral preferences during the press conference at the summit in Helsinki in July 2018, Putin answered bluntly, “Yes. I wanted him to win, because he talked about the normalization of U.S.-Russia relations.”23 Conversely, Putin loathed Clinton. Putin did not want to see continuity in American foreign policy. Well before becoming a presidential candidate, Clinton had earned a reputation in Putin circles as a hawk. As a candidate, she said nothing to dispel that image. On Russia, she advocated the opposite of Trump: recognition of Crimea as Ukrainian territory, increased sanctions, a need to strengthen NATO, and a commitment to advocating for greater freedom inside Russia. Ideologically, Clinton espoused liberal internationalism, the exact opposite of Putin’s worldview. Putin also seemed to harbor personal animosity towards Clinton, beyond just policy differences or her criticism of the procedures in the 2011 parliamentary elections. As Clinton wrote in her latest memoir, “Our relationship has been sour for a long time.”24
The Multi-Pronged Russian Intervention

Putin not only had a personal preference in the 2016 U.S. presidential election, but also greenlighted multiple efforts to help his preferred candidate win. Confirming what U.S. intelligence had assessed two years earlier, the Special Counsel investigation headed by Robert Mueller established that the Kremlin perceived it would benefit from a Trump presidency and thus worked diligently to secure that outcome. According to the Special Counsel report, “The Russian government interfered in the 2016 presidential election in sweeping and systematic fashion.” The unredacted portion of the Special Counsel report focused on two influential Russian operations: (1) computer-intrusion operations against the Clinton campaign and Democratic Party officials and (2) a social media campaign that favored candidate Trump and disparaged candidate Clinton. The U.S. Department of Justice later determined that Russia’s principal interference operations violated U.S. criminal law. Many of the individuals and entities involved in the social media campaign “have been charged with participating in a conspiracy to defraud the United States by undermining through deceptive acts the work of federal agencies charged with regulating foreign influence in U.S. elections, as well as related counts of identity theft.” Russian intelligence officers who carried out the hacking also have been charged for violating federal laws.

The overall Russian campaign, however, was wider than these two operations, and included traditional media messaging, offers of compromising materials on one candidate in support of another, possible counterintelligence efforts by Russian agents to create leverage over several individuals in Trump’s orbit, and preparations to disrupt voter registration logs and even vote counts on Election Day.

Publishing Stolen Information

All countries with the capacity to do so—including Russia—gather human intelligence (HUMINT) and signals intelligence (SIGINT). Regarding HUMINT collection, the Kremlin ran an aggressive campaign to build personal relationships with Trump campaign officials in 2016. Clinton and her team were considered a known entity to Moscow, but they knew significantly less about Trump and therefore vigorously cultivated contacts to learn more about the candidate and his advisors. As a good diplomat should, Russia’s Ambassador to the United States, Sergey Kislyak, boldly reached out to and successfully met several key Trump advisors, including future National Security Advisor Michael Flynn, future Attorney General Jeff Sessions, and future White House senior advisor Jared Kushner. Kislyak mingled with VIPs at candidate Trump’s one major address devoted to foreign policy, and he attended the Republican National Convention, while skipping the Democratic National Convention. Other Russian actors with close Kremlin ties cultivated relationships with Trump campaign advisors George Papadopoulos, Paul Manafort, and Carter Page.
Collecting intelligence is one thing; stealing it illicitly and publishing it extensively is quite another. In April 2016, Russian intelligence officers—i.e., the Main Intelligence Directorate of the General Staff of the Russian Army (commonly known as GRU)—hacked into the computer networks of the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee (DCCC) and the Democratic National Committee (DNC) and stole hundreds of thousands of documents, including significant amounts of data pertaining to internal strategy documents, fundraising data, personal identifying and financial information, opposition research, and employee emails. Two GRU military units were discovered to have facilitated the computer intrusions: Military Units 26165 and 74455. Military Unit 26165 is a GRU cyber unit dedicated to targeting military, political, governmental, and non-governmental organizations outside of Russia. Starting in March 2016, Unit 26165 had primary responsibility for hacking the DCCC and DNC, as well as email accounts of individuals affiliated with the Clinton campaign. Military Unit 74455 is a related unit with multiple departments engaged in cyber operations, whose officers assisted in the release of documents stolen by Unit 26165, the promotion of those releases, and the publication of anti-Clinton content on social media accounts.

GRU officers also sent hundreds of spear-phishing emails to the work and personal email accounts of Clinton campaign employees and volunteers. Through a hacking operation, the GRU stole tens of thousands of emails from John Podesta, the chairman of Clinton’s campaign. By April 2016, the GRU had gained access to the DCCC computer network using stolen credentials from a DCCC employee who had been successfully spear-phished. The GRU then traversed the network and continued to steal access credentials along the way, ultimately compromising approximately 29 computers. On April 18, 2016, the GRU gained access to the DNC network via a Virtual Private Network between the DCCC and DNC networks, compromising over 30 computers on the DNC network, including the mail server and shared file server. Unit 26165 implanted two types of customized malware known as “X-Agent” and “X-Tunnel”, a credential-harvesting tool, and a tool used to compile and compress materials for exfiltration onto the DCCC and DNC networks.

Although unnerving, there is nothing unusual about either human or electronic data collection by the Russian government during the 2016 U.S. presidential election. The subsequent publication of this stolen data, however, was extraordinary and unprecedented. Russian agents carried out the anonymous release of this information through two fictitious online personas—DCLeaks and Guccifer 2.0—and later through third-party websites, including most importantly WikiLeaks. The GRU began posting stolen documents in June 2016. While Russian cyber agents had compromised cybersecurity systems and stolen data from both the Republican and Democratic parties, the U.S. intelligence community discovered that they decided not to publish the data obtained from the Republican Party.

On June 14, 2016, the DNC and its cyber-response team announced the breach of the DNC network and suspected theft of DNC documents. Guccifer 2.0 released thousands of stolen documents in a series of blog posts between June 15, 2016 and October 18, 2016. According to
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The Special Counsel report, “documents included opposition research performed by the DNC (including a memorandum analyzing potential criticisms of candidate Trump), internal policy documents (such as recommendations on how to address politically sensitive issues), analyses of specific congressional races, and fundraising documents. Releases were organized around thematic issues, such as specific states (e.g., Florida and Pennsylvania) that were perceived to be competitive in the 2016 U.S. presidential election.”

In order to expand their influence, the GRU units decided to transfer many of the documents to WikiLeaks. WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange had expressed opposition to candidate Clinton well before the first release of stolen documents. His strong animosity stemmed in particular from then-Secretary of State Clinton’s fierce condemnation of his role in facilitating “Cablegate”—WikiLeaks’s controversial release of over 250,000 unredacted and previously classified U.S. diplomatic cables in 2010.

In total, WikiLeaks released over 50,000 documents stolen from Podesta’s personal email account. On July 6, 2016, WikiLeaks contacted Guccifer 2.0 through Twitter’s private messaging function, writing “if you have anything hillary related we want it in the next two days prefable [sic] because the DNC is approaching and she will solidify bernie supporters behind her after.” The Guccifer 2.0 persona responded, “ok ... i see.” WikiLeaks also explained, “we think trump has only a 25% chance of winning against hillary . . . so conflict between bernie and hillary is interesting.” As reports attributing the hacks to the Russian government emerged, WikiLeaks and Assange made several public statements to obscure the source of the released materials and continued similarly cryptic behavior after the U.S. intelligence community publicly announced its assessment that Russia was behind the hacking operation.

Trump and his campaign officials showed interest in WikiLeaks’s releases of hacked materials during the summer and fall of 2016. According to his former deputy campaign chairman Richard Gates, Paul Manafort expressed excitement, wanting to be kept apprised of developments and future releases. Donald Trump Jr. had direct communications with WikiLeaks during the campaign period. On October 12, 2016, WikiLeaks wrote to Trump Jr. that it was “great to see you and your dad talking about our publications. Strongly suggest your dad tweets this link if he mentions us wlsearch.tk.” WikiLeaks wrote that the link would help Trump in “digging through” leaked emails and stated “we just released Podesta emails Part 4.” Two days later, Trump Jr. publicly tweeted the wlsearch.tk link. Candidate Trump encouraged Russia and WikiLeaks to do more, declaring on July 27, 2016, “Russia, if you’re listening, I hope you’re able to find the 30,000 emails that are missing. I think you will probably be rewarded mightily by our press.” According to the Special Counsel report, “Trump made this request repeatedly, and [Michael] Flynn subsequently contacted multiple people in an effort to obtain the emails.” Within approximately five hours of Trump’s statement, Unit 26165 officers targeted Clinton’s personal office for the first time.

WikiLeaks timed the publication of these emails and documents to maximize their disruptive effect. The stolen emails, accompanied by conservative commentary, generated a narrative of
unfair treatment of presidential candidate Bernie Sanders by the DNC. Supporters of Sanders were outraged, booed Clinton during the Democratic National Convention’s opening ceremony and even picked up Trump’s “lock her up” slogan during their protests. This scandal generated by Russian activity forced then-DNC Chair Debbie Wasserman Schultz to resign before she could open the party’s convention. Beyond the specific allegations of DNC bias against Sanders, the publication of these emails fueled the more general narrative of Clinton being corrupt and insincere.

Strategic timing of this “doxing” campaign helped the Trump campaign to navigate potential pitfalls. On October 7, 2016, The Washington Post published an Access Hollywood video that captured candidate Trump using graphic language about women that was expected to adversely affect his campaign. Less than an hour after the video’s publication, WikiLeaks released the first set of emails stolen from Podesta’s account. Print and broadcast media devoted considerable attention to the content of these stolen data.

Rather than criticizing the electoral interference, Trump encouraged the WikiLeaks operation, declaring “I love WikiLeaks” while on the campaign trail and calling on this foreign organization to continue publishing his opponent’s private communications. By one count, Trump mentioned WikiLeaks over 160 times in the last month of the campaign.

Before 2016, no foreign government had ever attempted to steal data from American politicians and then publish this information as a means to significantly influence the electoral outcome. This element of Putin’s strategy to influence the 2016 U.S. presidential election was the most impactful.

**Russian Media Campaigns, Disinformation Social Media Operations, and Physical Rallies**

In parallel to publishing stolen data, the Kremlin orchestrated a multi-pronged media campaign within the United States designed to help Trump, hurt Clinton, and foster division within American society more generally. This campaign—part disinformation and part partisan commentary—was comprised of several methods.

One instrument of swaying American voter attitude was the use of traditional media. Russian state-controlled media produced pro-Trump and anti-Clinton content targeted at American voters. The Russian state-controlled television network RT broadcasted within the United States, appearing in 85 million households though cable bundles and as one of the most watched television channels on YouTube. For YouTube, RT produced a variety of anti-Clinton clips, claiming for instance that the Clinton Foundation paid for Chelsea Clinton’s wedding, that Clinton created the conditions for ISIS, that Clinton and ISIS are funded by the same money, and that 100% of Clinton charity proceeds went to themselves. Sputnik also produced anti-Clinton, pro-Trump content, and then circulated these messages on multiple platforms, including Facebook and Twitter. When tweeting out #CrookedHillary, Sputnik made the Kremlin’s preferences clear.
Second, Russian-operated Twitter and Facebook accounts then amplified the anti-Clinton, pro-Trump messaging. A key player in these social media activities was the IRA. Based in St. Petersburg with funding from Russian oligarch Yevgeniy Prigozhin, a close colleague of Putin, the IRA evolved from a generalized program designed in 2014 to undermine the integrity of the U.S. electoral system, into a targeted operation that by early 2016 was supporting candidate Trump and criticizing candidate Clinton. Its operations also included the purchase of political advertisements on social media in the names of fictitious U.S. persons and entities, as well as the staging of political rallies inside the United States.54 In November 2017, a Facebook representative testified that Facebook had identified 470 IRA-controlled accounts that collectively made 80,000 posts between January 2015 and August 2017, reaching at least 29 million U.S. persons, but potentially an estimated 126 million persons overall.55 According to Facebook, the IRA purchased over 3,500 advertisements, and the expenditures totaled approximately $100,000.56 In January 2018, Twitter announced the identification of 3,814 IRA-controlled Twitter accounts and notified approximately 1.4 million individuals who may have been in contact with an IRA-controlled account.57 According to recently published materials, Russian bots also retweeted Trump more than 470,000 times during the final months of election.58 In addition, Russian-linked accounts were responsible for 48-73% of the retweets of WikiLeaks’ tweets during the same time period.

Dozens of IRA employees, known as ‘specialists’, were responsible for operating accounts and personas on different social media platforms. By early 2015, the IRA began to create larger social media groups or public pages that claimed to be affiliated with U.S. political and grassroots organizations. In certain cases, the IRA designed accounts to mimic real U.S. organizations, but it more often created fictitious accounts, posing as anti-immigration groups, Tea Party activists, Black Lives Matter protestors, and other social and political activists. In November 2017, lawmakers released a collection of Russian-sponsored ads—featuring themes such as the Benghazi attack, border security, gun safety, the Black Lives Matter movement, and Texas secession—that were specifically aimed at U.S. Facebook and Instagram users.59 IRA employees have acknowledged that their work focused on influencing the results of the 2016 U.S. presidential election.60

Throughout 2016, IRA accounts published an increasing number of materials supporting Trump and opposing Clinton. As early as March 2016, the IRA purchased advertisements that overtly opposed the Clinton campaign. The first known IRA advertisement explicitly endorsing the Trump campaign was purchased on April 19, 2016 as an advertisement on the Instagram account “Tea Party News” asking for help to “make a patriotic team of young Trump supporters” by uploading photos with the hashtag “#KIDS4TRUMP.”61 Dozens of advertisements supporting the Trump campaign were subsequently purchased, predominantly through the Facebook groups “Being Patriotic”, “Stop All Invaders”, and “Secured Borders.”

Collectively, the IRA’s social media accounts reached tens of millions of Americans through either operating accounts to pose as individual persons, or controlling a network of automated
accounts to amplify existing content. Moreover, the IRA used social media platforms to organize protests in the United States and successfully encouraged tens of thousands of Americans to RSVP for their political events. According to the Special Counsel report, the IRA would recruit a real U.S. individual to serve as an event coordinator, promoting the event by contacting American media, and sharing videos or photographs of the event afterwards. The earliest evidence of a facilitated event was a “confederate rally” in November 2015. In another example a year later, between 5,000 and 10,000 protesters in Manhattan attended a November 2016 anti-Trump protest organized by a Russian-linked group, seeking to capitalize on exacerbating racial tension.

The IRA continued to organize rallies even after the 2016 U.S. presidential election, although attendance varied. In addition, IRA employees were instructed to target specific American individuals that could be used to further advance their operational goals through amplifying IRA-posted content on social media platforms, such as persons whom they had successfully tasked with organizing rallies or taking photos with certain political messages.

As per Robert Mueller’s indictment of 13 Russians and 3 companies involved in interfering with the 2016 U.S. presidential election, “Defendants, posing as U.S. persons and creating false U.S. personas, operated social media pages and groups designed to attract U.S. audiences. These groups and pages, which addressed divisive U.S. political and social issues, falsely claimed to be controlled by U.S. activists when, in fact, they were controlled by Defendants. Defendants also used the stolen identities of real U.S. persons to post on [IRA]-controlled social media accounts. Over time, these social media accounts became Defendants’ means to reach significant numbers of Americans for purposes of interfering with the U.S. political system, including the presidential election of 2016.” The goal of the “troll factory”, according to the indictment, was to sow discord in the U.S. political system, particularly during the 2016 U.S. presidential election.

Often referred to as the “translator project”, the IRA’s U.S. department is subdivided into different responsibilities, including operations on social media platforms, analytics, graphics, and IT. The IRA’s U.S. department is part of a larger set of interlocking operations known as ‘Project Lakhta’, and employees were aware that Prigozhin was involved in the IRA’s U.S. operations. In May 2016, IRA employees, claiming to be U.S. social activists and administrators of Facebook groups, boldly recruited Americans to hold signs (including one in front of the White House) that read “Happy 55th Birthday Dear Boss”, as an homage to Prigozhin himself (whose 55th birthday was on June 1).

Led by general director Mikhail Bystrov and executive director Mikhail Burchik, the IRA began hiding its funding and activities as early as the spring of 2014. The IRA’s resources and budget were incredibly vast. According to Mueller’s indictment, “The [IRA] employed hundreds of individuals for its online operations, ranging from creators of fictitious personas to technical and administrative support. The [IRA]’s annual budget totaled the equivalent of millions of U.S. dollars.” Russian journalists reported that by the summer of 2016, the IRA’s U.S. department employed around 80-90 people, a mere one-tenth of the IRA’s total workforce, and cost
approximately $1 million per year just in salaries alone. The monthly ad spend was approximately $5,000 for a total of $120,000 in two years. Thus, less than a hundred people were creating and posting approximately 1,000 pieces of content, which was seen by 20-30 million people every week. For example, in August 2016, 15 million people in the United States saw at least one IRA-created ad per week, and in October 2016 the number of weekly impressions had reached its height of 70 million people.

IRA employees even succeeded in traveling to the United States on intelligence-gathering missions. In June 2014, four IRA employees applied to the U.S. Department of State to enter the United States, while lying about the purpose of their trip and claiming to be four friends who had met at a party. Ultimately, according to the Special Counsel report, two IRA employees named Anna Bogacheva and Aleksandra Krylova received visas and entered the United States on June 4, 2014.

### Russian Offers of Business Opportunities and Kompromat

In addition to publishing stolen data and implementing an extensive media campaign to influence the outcome of the 2016 U.S. presidential election, the Russian government and its surrogates reached out directly to the Trump campaign through “business connections, offers of assistance to the Campaign, invitations for Campaign officials and representatives of the Russian government to meet, and policy positions seeking improved U.S.-Russian relations.”

Kremlin-connected individuals and media entities began showing interest in Trump’s campaign shortly after he announced his candidacy in June 2015. According to the Special Counsel report, early contact was made in connection with a Trump Organization real-estate project in Russia known as ‘Trump Tower Moscow’, for which candidate Trump signed a Letter of Intent by November 2015. In January 2016, Trump Organization executive Michael Cohen had emailed and spoken about the project with the office of Kremlin Press Secretary Dmitry Peskov. While negotiations were led by Cohen, Trump associate Felix Sater provided assistance and daringly suggested the project would increase candidate Trump’s chance of being elected. Ultimately, the Trump Organization pursued the project through at least June 2016, including the consideration of travel to Russia by Cohen and candidate Trump himself.

In parallel with the Trump Tower Moscow project, the Trump Organization maintained numerous business contacts with Russian individuals and entities. These connections spanned a multitude of actors from the Kremlin and other associates of Putin, who had a natural interest in strengthening their relationships with Trump campaign team members—despite their varying degrees of closeness to Trump himself. In the unclassified sections of the Special Counsel investigation, however, none of these business interests were deemed to be illegal.

In late April 2016, campaign foreign policy advisor George Papadopoulos was told by London-based professor Joseph Mifsud, immediately after Mifsud’s return from a trip to Moscow, that the Russian government had ‘dirt’ on Hillary Clinton in the form of thousands of emails. One week later, in May 2016, Papadopoulos suggested that the Trump campaign had received
indications from the Kremlin that it could assist the campaign through the anonymous release of information damaging to Clinton.\textsuperscript{74} For several months thereafter, Papadopoulos worked with Mifsud and two Russian nationals to arrange a meeting between campaign officials and the Kremlin, which ultimately never took place.

Russian outreach continued into the summer of 2016. On June 9, 2016, Donald Trump Jr., campaign chairman Paul Manafort, and senior campaign advisor Jared Kushner met in Trump Tower with a visiting Russian delegation headed by Russian lawyer Natalia Veselnitskaya. Before traveling to New York, Veselnitskaya coordinated her talking points with Russian Prosecutor General Yuri Chaika, one of the most senior officials in the Russian government and a close associate of President Putin. According to the Special Counsel report, “The written communications setting up the meeting showed that the Campaign anticipated receiving information from Russia that could assist candidate Trump’s electoral prospects.”\textsuperscript{75}

Robert Goldstone had arranged the meeting. During the 2013 Miss Universe pageant in Moscow, Goldstone first met Trump and later became an acquaintance after working as a publicist for Russian performer Emil Agalarov, the son of Aras Agalarov, who was Trump’s partner in hosting the pageant. In an email from June 3rd titled, “Russia – Clinton – private and confidential”, Goldstone informed Trump Jr. that Veselnitskaya was bringing compromising information on Clinton and her campaign, as part of the Kremlin’s effort to assist Trump’s campaign. In response, Trump Jr. wrote back within minutes, “If it’s what you say, I love it.”\textsuperscript{76}

At the meeting, Veselnitskaya made claims that funds derived from illegal activities in Russia were provided to Hillary Clinton and other Democrats, although she was unable to provide evidence when pressed. (Bizarrely, Putin affirmed this same conspiracy during his press conference with President Trump at their Helsinki summit in July 2018 when Putin accused British businessman Bill Browder of laundering money out of Russia and then providing a portion of these funds to the Clinton campaign.)\textsuperscript{77} She then turned to criticizing the Magnitsky Act, a 2012 statute that imposed financial and travel sanctions on Russian officials, which had triggered a retaliatory ban on the adoption of Russian children.\textsuperscript{78} Although she seemingly provided nothing concrete in this meeting, Veselnitskaya appeared to be trading kompromat on Clinton in return for sanctions relief. Veselnitskaya made several targeted efforts to follow up on the meeting, but the Trump team did not engage.\textsuperscript{79} However, one day after this meeting, Trump teased that he planned to give a major speech that would reveal very damaging information about Hillary Clinton and the Clinton Foundation. He never delivered such a speech.

Russian officials continued to hold numerous meetings with senior Trump advisors. By one count, during the campaign and transition period, Russians met with 12 Trump campaign officials and associates during the course of 19 in-person meetings and over 50 communications. Most mysteriously, in August 2016, Manafort met his long-time business associate Konstantin Kilimnik, who had requested the meeting in order to deliver a peace plan for Ukraine that Manafort later acknowledged as a ‘backdoor’ way for Russia to control part of eastern Ukraine.\textsuperscript{80} They also discussed the status of the Trump campaign and Manafort’s strategy for winning
Democratic votes in Midwestern states. Months before the August meeting, Manafort had instructed his campaign deputy Gates⁸¹ to provide Kilimnik with internal polling data, which Manafort expected to be shared with others in Ukraine and with Russian oligarch Oleg Deripaska.⁸² Furthermore, Manafort met Kilimnik twice in the United States during the campaign period and conveyed campaign information, such as the strategic discussion of “battleground” states, which Manafort identified as Michigan, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, and Minnesota.⁸³

The Special Counsel investigation evaluated a series of additional links between Russian actors and the Trump campaign: outreach to two of Trump’s then-recently named foreign policy advisors, dealings with a D.C.-based think tank that specializes in Russia and has connections with the Kremlin, events at the Republican National Convention, post-Convention contacts between Trump campaign officials and Kislyak, and other contacts through Manafort, who had previously worked for a Russian oligarch and a pro-Russian political party in Ukraine. Notably, the Special Counsel investigation established that “several individuals affiliated with the Trump Campaign lied to the Office and the U.S. Congress about their interactions with Russian-affiliated individuals and related matters… materially impair[ing] the investigation of Russian election interference.”⁸⁴ The reasons for all of these meetings remains a mystery.

These meetings, usually initiated by Russian officials, produced subsequent suspicion about the intentions of Trump campaign officials and family members. While Putin explicitly wanted Trump to win, a Trump team delegitimized by multiple contacts with Russian officials—contacts that the Kremlin and Russian intelligence agents of course knew that American intelligence agencies would be monitoring closely—also served Putin’s interests. The counterintelligence portion of the Special Counsel investigation has not been published and is most likely still ongoing.

**Hacking of U.S. Electoral Infrastructure**

Most disturbingly, Russian intelligence agents probed the U.S. electoral infrastructure in 2016. In June 2017, Samuel Liles, the Acting Director of the Department of Homeland Security’s Office of Intelligence and Analysis Cyber Division, testified to the Senate Intelligence Committee that “Internet-connected election-related networks, including websites, in 21 states were potentially targeted by Russian government cyber actors.”⁸⁵ Beyond probing, the Special Counsel report specifically identified Russia’s successful penetration of computers of one county government in Florida as well as successful placement of malware within VR Systems, a company that supplies Florida counties with voter registration systems.⁸⁶ VR Systems was also the provider of electronic poll books that malfunctioned in Durham County, North Carolina in 2016.⁸⁷ Thankfully, Director Liles noted that there was no evidence that any hacking attempts in 2016 affected actual operations or outcomes, but implanted malware could still remain on these network systems and computers.
In addition, the Special Counsel report revealed that GRU officers also targeted election administrators and officials, including “U.S. state and local entities, such as state boards of elections (SBOEs), secretaries of state, and county governments, as well as individuals who worked for those entities… [and] private technology firms responsible for manufacturing and administering election-related software and hardware, such as voter registration software and electronic polling stations.”

By the summer of 2016, GRU officers were seeking access to state and local computer networks by exploiting known software vulnerabilities on the websites of state and local governmental entities. Through techniques such as "SQL injection", malicious code was sent to the state or local website in order to run commands, e.g., exfiltrating the database contents.

According to the Special Counsel report, “In one instance in approximately June 2016, the GRU compromised the computer network of the Illinois State Board of Elections by exploiting a vulnerability in the SBOE’s website. The GRU then gained access to a database containing information on millions of registered Illinois voters, and extracted data related to thousands of U.S. voters before the malicious activity was identified.”

Russian intelligence agents also sent spear-phishing emails to public officials involved in election administration and personnel at companies involved with voting technology.

Despite having the capacity to do so, Putin and his agents decided not to try to disrupt these machines on Election Day itself. President Obama personally warned Putin about the consequences of Russian disruption of Election Day activities; perhaps this deterrence worked. Nonetheless, the mere fact that Russian cyber actors successfully penetrated and accessed the U.S. election infrastructure is highly concerning for its potential to undermine confidence in electoral outcomes in the future.

**Measuring the Impact of the Russian Intervention**

Russian activities played only a marginal role in influencing the outcome of the 2016 U.S. presidential election. Multiple other structural, institutional, and campaign factors were clearly more dominant in deciding the presidential election. Furthermore, additional proximate events, such as pronouncements and non-pronouncements about ongoing FBI investigations, were influential on the final vote count. Without question, tens of millions of American voters cast their ballots for Trump or Clinton with no influence whatsoever from Russian actions. In the vast sea of variables determining voter preferences, precisely measuring the independent causal influence of Russia’s efforts during the 2016 U.S. presidential election is impossible.

Several Russian actions, after all, amplified the campaign activities of the Trump team and his surrogates, making the task of isolating a Russian causal role even harder. But small effects in the tightly contested election could have made a difference, despite being impossible to prove. Even if Russian interference played only a marginal role, this election was won in the margins—78,000 votes in only three states: Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.

Some correlations seem probative. Putin made his biggest impact on the 2016 campaign by
stealing and then publishing DNC and Podesta emails, an operation that sparked a major rift between Sanders and Clinton supporters. In post-election surveys, twelve percent of Sanders's supporters in the Democratic primaries reported that they voted for Trump in the general election. Many Sanders supporters also decided to instead stay home. Approval ratings of Clinton as a qualified candidate decreased significantly in October 2016 after the WikiLeaks publication of Podesta emails.

Moreover, Russian disinformation operations sought to suppress voter turnout. In some swing states, especially among the African-American population, turnout among Democratic voters was significantly lower in 2016 (59.6%) than 2012 (66.2%). Targeted efforts by the Kremlin sought to explicitly and implicitly discourage African-Americans voters from going to the polls, as other Russian-backed efforts bolstered white extremism online.

Russian efforts also actively promoted third-party candidates. Votes cast for third-party candidates were significantly higher in 2016 than in 2012, including in several swing states. Green Party candidate Jill Stein won 31,072 votes in Wisconsin (four times as many votes as she garnered in 2012), ten thousand more votes than Clinton lost to Trump by (22,748) in that state. Similarly, in Michigan, Stein won 51,463 votes; Clinton lost to Trump by 10,704. In Pennsylvania, Stein won 49,463 votes; Clinton trailed Trump there by 44,292.

Again, it is impossible to say for certain that Russian actions played a decisive role in any of these outcomes. But to suggest that Russian intervention played no role seems implausible. That the Kremlin tried to influence the outcome of the 2016 U.S. presidential election is without question—and that the Kremlin should influence even the outcome of one voter in 2020 should not be permitted to happen.

**Future Foreign Threats**

Future online election interference will likely take three tracks: (1) the spread of disinformation intended to discredit political candidates and the political process, discourage and confuse voters from participating in elections, and influence the online discussion of political topics; (2) the use of information operations to disrupt election infrastructure during the electoral cycle, on the day of the election, and immediately afterward during vote tallying and result certification—including, but not limited to, changing vote records and tallies, interfering with the operation of voting machines, impeding communications between precincts and election operations centers, and providing disinformation that misdirects voters to the wrong polling place or suggests long wait times, incorrect ID requirements, or precinct closures that do not actually exist; and (3) the undermining of public confidence in electoral processes after the election takes place.

Additional actors also should be expected to join Russia in future attempts to influence political discourse online, as the barriers to mounting disinformation campaigns will depend less on available computing power and technical skill, and more on the ability to quickly iterate among strategies, produce text in naturalistic English or another targeted native language, and identify psychological vulnerabilities in a target segment of the electorate.
Furthermore, new technologies, including deepfakes, AI text-generation engines, and more sophisticated networks of bots on Twitter and other sites that permit pseudonymous accounts, will continue to be used to spread disinformation, discredit candidates, confuse voters, and influence the discussion of divisive political topics. Notably, these technologies need not be fully convincing, nor capable of deceiving digital forensic auditors. A faked image or video that is convincing at first glance but later revealed to be a forgery will cast suspicion on other low-resolution or thinly-sourced images and video, and will ultimately serve to imbue the political process with doubt and resignation over the truth of any piece of political media. The spread of a viral hoax also can serve to push users off associated platforms, as seen in recent pushback against YouTube content aimed at children, which thereby narrows the channels through which information, including politically motivated information, is received and disseminated.

In testifying before Congress on his agency’s preparations for the 2020 presidential elections, FBI Director Christopher Wray stated bluntly, “Make no mistake: The threat just keeps escalating and we’re going to have to up our game to stay ahead of it…” Wray is right, but it will take more than just the FBI upping their game to enhance the security and integrity of our next presidential election. Many other government agencies, the U.S. Congress, state governments, media and social media companies, the candidates and their campaigns, and all American voters more generally must also be involved. The remainder of this report offers concrete suggestions for how to do so.
The Problem

The existing technical infrastructure for facilitating U.S. elections includes computer-based electronic systems for both voter registration and vote casting. Although these systems are the primary focus of this chapter, other important parts of the entire electoral ecosystem include electronic poll books, vote tabulation systems, election night reporting systems on which news services rely, and auditing systems. This ecosystem is vast, decentralized in many places, and varies tremendously in its resilience to attack, therefore requiring substantial upgrades to advance its overall security.

In accordance with the Help America Vote Act (HAVA) of 2002, systems for voter registration are centralized at the state level. The administration of voter registration databases entails a number of large-scale tasks, including (1) maintaining the correct status of individuals who are properly registered to vote and their relevant information on voter registration lists, (2) removing individuals who are no longer eligible to vote (e.g., those who have moved out of the jurisdiction) off registration lists, and (3) delivering precinct-by-precinct registration lists to the individual precincts where in-person voting occurs (e.g., creating and delivering paper-based or electronic poll books). By contrast, vote casting systems are decentralized down to the county level. Each county within the same state can use a different electronic voting system, which must include the following: (1) electronic voting systems that record ballots cast by citizens in person at individual precincts, (2) tabulation systems that record absentee ballots via postal mail, and (3) programs that tabulate vote totals at levels higher than the precinct.

Given the complexities of both systems, opportunities for internal error and hostile outside intervention abound. Small errors or deliberate disruptions can easily erode voter confidence in the electoral system. Vote casting systems and voter registration systems are components of a larger election ecosystem that includes political parties and candidate campaigns, traditional and non-traditional news media, poll workers, pollsters, and engaged citizens. Partisan stakeholders, who by definition want their candidates to win, add further complexity since they might be tempted to promote systems for voter registration and vote casting that favor their particular party or candidates and also are less secure than others available.
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During the 2016 U.S. presidential election, a number of elements of the U.S. electoral infrastructure came under attack. The Special Counsel report described in detail these attacks carried out by the Main Intelligence Directorate of the General Staff of the Russian Army (GRU) on behalf of the Russian government.

[In addition to targeting individuals involved in the Clinton Campaign, GRU officers also targeted individuals and entities involved in the administration of the elections. Victims included U.S. state and local entities, such as state boards of elections (SBOEs), secretaries of state, and county governments, as well as individuals who worked for those entities... The GRU also targeted private technology firms responsible for manufacturing and administering election-related software and hardware, such as voter registration software and electronic polling stations.]

Moreover, the Special Counsel report specifically highlights:

GRU officers... targeted state and local databases of registered voters using a technique known as ‘SQL injection,’ by which malicious code was sent to the state or local website in order to run commands (such as exfiltrating the database contents) ... In one instance in approximately June 2016, the GRU compromised the computer network of the Illinois State Board of Elections by exploiting a vulnerability in the SBOE’s website. The GRU then gained access to a database containing information on millions of registered Illinois voters, and extracted data related to thousands of U.S. voters before the malicious activity was identified.

GRU officers also “sent spearphishing emails to public officials involved in election administration and personnel at companies involved in voting technology.” As the Special Counsel report detailed, “In August 2016, GRU officers targeted employees of... a voting technology company that developed software used by numerous U.S. counties to manage voter rolls, and installed malware on the company network.” Furthermore, “In November 2016, the GRU sent spearphishing emails to over 120 email accounts used by Florida county officials responsible for administering the 2016 U.S. Election. The spearphishing emails contained an attached Word document coded with malicious software (commonly referred to as a Trojan) that permitted the GRU to access the infected computer... The FBI was separately responsible for this investigation. We understand the FBI believes that this operation enabled the GRU to gain access to the network of at least one Florida county government.”

Thankfully, there is no evidence that any votes were actually changed and that no lasting damage was done to voter registration databases. Nonetheless, these incidents should be viewed as precursors or dress rehearsals for similar attacks against the 2020 U.S. presidential election. As FBI Director Christopher Wray remarked in comparing the 2018 midterm elections to
the 2020 presidential race, “We recognize that our adversaries are going to keep adapting and upping their game... So we are very much viewing 2018 as just kind of a dress rehearsal for the big show in 2020...”

Guaranteeing the integrity of the vote count is instrumental to a healthy democracy. Candidates and their campaigns have strong incentives to sway or portray the electoral processes in partisan terms, and thus those running elections, particularly election administrators, must do everything in their power to maximize the public’s trust in their work. In a 2005 report still relevant today, the National Research Council asserted:

[T]rusted election processes should be regarded as the gold standard of election administration, where a trusted election process is one that works, that can be shown to have worked after the election has been held, that can be shown to have not been manipulated and to have not led to a large number of mistaken or lost votes, and that can be shown to reflect the intent of the voters. Trusted election processes increase the likelihood that elections will be regarded as fair, even by the losing side and even in a partisan political environment.5

Because the majority of technology infrastructure supporting elections is computer-based, robust cybersecurity of the infrastructure is an essential element for assuring American voters that an election was conducted fairly. Providing such assurance is nevertheless complicated by three key challenges. First, all voters have a right to cast their ballots in secret, which cannot be compromised by election audits. Imagine, for example, the difficulty of developing a financial audit procedure for a bank in which particular monetary transactions of customers could not be associated with specific customers.

Second, an election must always produce a winner, even when only a few votes separate the results. A small number of fraudulent, improperly cast, miscounted, manufactured, lost, or otherwise invalid ballots can thus sway an election. Because small manipulations are simultaneously easier to perpetrate and inherently harder to detect than large ones are, the risk of election fraud is greatest when the electorate is evenly divided and vote counts are close, as has been the case recently for a number of American presidential elections.6

Third, the value of cybersecurity measures in many other computer-based systems can often be justified in cost-benefit terms, e.g., by comparing the cost of a particular security measure to the expected loss if the measure is not taken. In an election in a democracy, however, how does one measure the supposed value of a single vote? (Autocracies don’t have to worry about such issues.) Budgets for cybersecurity are finite, thereby placing constraints on election administrators who must subsequently undertake careful assessment and evaluation of the security issues of the electoral infrastructure—both as a whole and for individual components.
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Cybersecurity Considerations for the Overall Electoral Infrastructure

An unfortunate reality of information technology (IT) is that system testing can identify defects, including security vulnerabilities or software bugs, but no reasonable amount of system testing can prove that an IT-based system is completely free of defects. When a system is deployed for actual use, security becomes further complicated. The process of system certification can only evaluate the software and hardware that the vendor presents but cannot take into account how the system is actually operated and maintained when in use. It is even difficult to prove that the software running on a given machine in the infrastructure is the same as that which was presented for certification.

In addition, all software, including software for electoral infrastructure systems, contains bugs and other vulnerabilities that will be discovered after initial deployment, implying that a system that repairs any vulnerabilities known today may well be discovered to have vulnerabilities tomorrow. The assurance of security is therefore an ongoing process that requires searching for vulnerabilities proactively and fixing them immediately. This attribute of all software undergirds two necessary elements of electoral cybersecurity.

First, the assurance of security by checklist compliance—a requirement of the certification process—provides a baseline level of security, but by itself is known to be inferior to security assessed through an adversarial process. The best such process is an independent white-hat attack, or a test attack conducted by white-hat teams that attempt everything real attackers would try by taking advantage of technological or procedural flaws in the system’s security posture or the human infrastructure in which the technology is embedded. Security flaws uncovered by white-hat attacks are then forwarded to responsible parties for repairing.

Another type of adversarial process is an independent examination of the physical hardware and software of the system in question. Such examination will yield information about the system’s ability to resist attack. Inspections before systems are deployed provide an opportunity for discovering the potential for bad behavior. However, vendors, who provide the hardware and software for elections, generally resist third party inspection of source code on the grounds that allowing outsiders such access compromises their intellectual property.

Second, “security by obscurity” is a poor security practice of relying predominantly on the secrecy of the system’s design or implementation as the main method for ensuring its security. By contrast, the responsible disclosure of discovered vulnerabilities is usually recommended, in order to provide strong incentives for system owners to address and fix them. (Under the practice of responsible disclosure, the system owner or vendor is notified of a vulnerability when it is discovered to ensure a quick resolution, and the vulnerability is publicly disclosed after a period of time that is deemed sufficient for repairing it.)

A few misconceptions about election cybersecurity also need to be briefly addressed. Many people commonly believe that the security of a computer can be assured by not connecting the computer to the internet. Although many attacks on computer systems are delivered through the internet, the lack of an internet connection does not guarantee security. For
example, an individual’s computer could be compromised prior to ownership or while being updated, e.g., through using outdated operating systems with existing vulnerabilities, installing new programs or operating systems with additional files (e.g., backdoors or trojans that share information with a hacker), disabling an anti-virus or anti-malware program, or even monitoring power consumption.

Moreover, election officials themselves may compromise the election infrastructure, either wittingly or unwittingly, as cybersecurity is not solely a technical issue. Because human beings are intimately involved in all electoral operations, human vulnerabilities can certainly be exploited. Looking at the resilience of the electoral infrastructure as only or even primarily a technical issue is therefore a profound mistake, as many of the most harmful attacks on computer systems originate with an attacker targeting a human being.

**Cybersecurity Considerations for Vote Casting Systems**

For the acquisition of vote casting systems, election officials often rely on a process established by the Election Assistance Commission (EAC) certifying that a vendor’s voting system meets the Commission’s Voluntary Voting Systems Guidelines (VVSG), the latest of which were issued in 2015. This certification is provided by any one of a number of voting system testing laboratories, which are accredited by the EAC and receive fees from vendors for their work in qualifying a system.

Because these standards include criteria related to security, election officials often view certification as complete assurance that a system’s security is sufficient. Although the certification does confirm that the vendor paid attention to required security protocols, certification does not necessarily denote an adequate security posture. Moreover, even in states where verifiable systems are used, oftentimes a check on a voting system’s functionality and accuracy does not take place.

A number of independent research efforts have demonstrated the ease with which individual electronic voting stations can be compromised by simply using the paltry resources available to university research teams. Hostile foreign governments would be able to deploy orders of magnitude more resources to this task. In addition, these actors would have no qualms about attacking vulnerabilities or weaknesses that would yield higher leverage—in other words, engaging in vendor-level attacks such as installing damaging software or infiltrating outdated operating systems, as opposed to targeting specific machines to modify individual votes.

Verifying the security afforded by a given system’s certification level is the first step in assuring overall election security. A second measure is to ensure that the properly certified system is the actual system deployed for use by voters, and not one that has been tampered with after its certification. Tampering opportunities occur at two stages: when the vendor loads software onto voting machines before they are shipped to precincts, and while voting machines sit in storage after delivery but before deployment and use.
Finally, a secure process must be established to address additional security risks when communicating the results from individual polling stations to a central tabulation authority. The received ballot totals must match those recorded at the precinct level. Such communication can be performed manually, by electronic transmission (e.g., over the internet or a phone line), or by physically carrying computer-readable media containing precinct-level vote totals to the tabulation authority’s physical location. The security risks of each method can be mitigated with proper attention and even using more than one in parallel.

Types of vote casting systems currently vary from state to state. Several states only allow vote by mail (e.g., Washington, Oregon, and Colorado), or paper ballot only (e.g., Michigan, Massachusetts, New York, and Virginia, among others). However, many have previously employed Direct Recording Electronic (DRE) voting machines without using a Voter Verified Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT) (e.g., Louisiana, Georgia, and South Carolina), or had mixed paper ballots and DREs without using VVPAT (e.g., Texas, Florida, Pennsylvania, Indiana, and Kentucky.) In total, fourteen states did not use VVPAT as their polling place equipment as of November 2018. This practice is dangerous.

Following the spark of public anger over Russian interference, states seeking to upgrade their vote casting systems have been caught between funding shortages, litigation challenges within procurement processes, or political deadlock. Despite these barriers, it appears that only Louisiana, South Carolina, and the majority of New Jersey, along with dozens of counties, will be using paperless voting machines in the 2020 U.S. presidential election.

Nevertheless, it is still unclear whether the upgrades that have taken place thus far truly solve vote casting problems or simply create further security considerations, disguised by trust in new systems that lack thorough evaluation. For example, with the introduction of ballot-marking devices (BMDs), a voter can use a touchscreen to vote, review a printed version of the ballot for verification and insert it into an optical scanner that counts and saves it in a secure lockbox. This paper trail consequently allows election officials to audit the election. Two primary concerns about the rollout of BMDs have been raised, however. First, the system’s printer and scanner share the same path, so if any races are left blank by voters, the machine could autofill the races—and neither election administrators nor voters themselves would be able to verify the change. Second, voters can opt to not review their ballot and send the vote directly to the scanner, thereby circumventing the exact process designed to confirm accuracy between the voter’s intention and the actual counted ballot. It is also inevitable that future issues with BMDs would be dismissed or considered user error, leaving manipulation largely undetected. The New York State Board of Elections is reviewing certification due to these issues, but other jurisdictions, which have chosen to implement BMDs, are not.

In addition to the use of aging or unreliable vote casting machines, it should be noted that shortages of both physical equipment and human resources are likely, as resources for updating vote casting systems continue to be inadequate for effectively addressing future challenges.
Strengthened support must be provided to states and counties across the country that continue to conduct elections through vulnerable vote casting machines with insufficient ballot verification.

**Cybersecurity Considerations for Voter Registration Systems**

Voter registration systems differ from vote casting systems in a number of ways that affect their security posture. Most importantly, voter registration systems are centralized at the state level, giving the attacker the ability to have a bigger impact on manipulating or disrupting an election by compromising just a few voter registration systems, rather than the many voting machines that are not connected to a centralized system. Moreover, some voter registration systems rely on information from other databases, such as departments of motor vehicles, departments of correction, or departments of vital statistics, to confirm voter eligibility. Compromises in these databases, such as the alteration or erasure of key data, in turn could produce ripple effects on the accuracy of voter registration databases. Security issues with other databases could adversely affect the overall integrity of voter registration databases.

Voter registration systems also entail relatively straightforward computerized functionality that is present in many commercial database systems. Because the underlying software of voter registration systems is typically proven through applications to multiple problem domains and exercised repeatedly, they are less likely to be successfully hacked, but potentially more destructive in causing harm if ultimately compromised. By contrast, vote casting systems are niche products, put into operational use only sporadically, rendering them more vulnerable to concealed or undetected attacks that take place.

Finally, apart from requirements imposed by HAVA, voter registration databases are not required to conform to any set of national standards or guidelines for cybersecurity, thereby leaving the development and testing of such systems to each state. Although HAVA was the first U.S. law under which the federal government developed policies and provided funding for state and local elections, it lacks sufficient provisions with respect to uniform collection, reporting, and transparency of election-related data. Nor does it mandate standards for voting technology and vote casting protocols.

**Recommendations**

In 2018, the National Academies released a consensus report entitled *Securing the Vote: Protecting American Democracy*. This report made a number of recommendations intended to harden the election infrastructure of the United States against external attack and to safeguard its integrity and credibility. The authors incorporate all of these recommendations by reference, underscore the importance of several of them by mentioning them below, and go further by making a number of additional recommendations.
2.1. Require that all vote-counting systems provide a voter-verified paper audit trail.
New federal legislation should require that all vote casting systems must have the capability to provide a VVPAT for federal elections (NRC recommendation 4.11). Current guidelines for vote casting systems do not impose such a requirement, although existing regulations do provide specifications to which a VVPAT must conform if such a capability is used.

2.2. Require risk-limited auditing for all elections.
Legislation should require risk-limited auditing (NRC recommendation 5.8).17 Through requiring voter-verified paper ballots, manual counting, and risk-limiting audits, the Protecting American Votes and Elections (PAVE) Act, introduced by Senators Ronald Wyden, Kirsten Gillibrand, Elizabeth Warren, Patricia Murray, Edward Markey, and Jeffrey Merkley, marks a positive step in this direction.18 It would not only strengthen structures for risk-limiting audits and “provide the voter with an opportunity to correct any error on the paper ballot before the permanent voter-verified paper ballot is preserved”, but also improve access to voting systems for individuals with disabilities and make funding available to enhance the analysis and testing of accessible paper ballot verification mechanisms for “the regularly scheduled election for Federal office in November 2020, and for each subsequent election for Federal office.”19 It is recommended that similar legislation be introduced and enacted in a timely matter.

2.3. Assess the security of computerized election-related systems in an adversarial manner.
The security of computerized election-related systems should be addressed through a combination of white-hat attacks and independent code inspection. Without third-party examination or review of the systems’ security, a key aspect of protecting U.S. election infrastructure will be neither publicized nor subject to independent scrutiny.

   Legitimate concerns about intellectual property protection can be addressed through the use of carefully crafted non-disclosure and/or non-compete agreements. The former would permit public discussion of security flaws found but also specify details that could not be disclosed. Non-compete agreements would provide vendors with assurances that allowing code inspection would not enable those viewing code to become competitors. Findings from reports derived from white-hat attacks and code inspection could therefore be widely publicized to pressure vendors and election administrators to fix the problems without delay. Bug bounties, which incentivize individuals to report vulnerabilities through receiving recognition and compensation, should also be offered to encourage regular testing.

2.4. Establish basic norms regarding digital behavior for campaign officials.
In order to ensure the widespread adoption of improved cybersecurity practices during electoral cycles in particular, campaign officials should establish and uphold basic norms with regards to their own digital behavior.20 For example, multi-factor or dual authentication is an easy practice to implement for confirming a user's claimed identity and strengthening
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information security overall. In addition, improved processes for threat-intelligence sharing and disclosure of vulnerabilities would contribute to the development of digital behavior norms. Such efforts would illustrate that campaign officials not only take cybersecurity issues seriously, but are also raising overall levels of awareness and related action in the United States.

2.5. Commit regular funding streams to strengthen the cybersecurity posture of the election infrastructure.

Certain measures related to the organizations surrounding election infrastructure would enhance resilience and increase public confidence in the conduct of an election, and all of these measures will require increased funding. These include:

- The implementation of specific training programs for election administrators and their staff on basic cybersecurity practices (NRC Recommendation 5.2).

- Extension of the voting period so that voters are able to cast their ballots over a period of time (e.g., several days). Entirely apart from making the voting process more convenient, it is simply a reality that technical problems often appear in complex computer-based equipment when placed into widespread operation with real users, and attempting to deploy fixes on a time scale of a few hours is often infeasible. An extended voting period would provide an opportunity to fix problems that appeared early, and voters unable to cast votes because of such problems would be given the opportunity to return after those problems had been fixed.

- Ongoing efforts to enhance the resilience of electoral infrastructure—both technical and organizational (NRC Recommendation 5.4). As technology advances, more vulnerabilities will occur and a continuing (as opposed to a one-time) effort will be needed to address them.

To address the issue of partisanship, the administration of elections should be undertaken by nonpartisan officials, and both vote casting and voter registration systems should be acquired from vendors whose senior leadership is scrutinized and demonstrably nonpartisan.

2.6. Retain the designation of election infrastructure as critical infrastructure.

In 2017, the Department of Homeland Security designated election infrastructure as critical infrastructure, thus making operators of election infrastructure eligible for a variety of its cybersecurity services. Election infrastructure was defined as “storage facilities, polling places, and centralized vote tabulations locations used to support the election process, and information and communications technology to include voter registration databases, voting machines, and other systems to manage the election process and report and display results on behalf of state and local governments.” The designation of election infrastructure as critical infrastructure gives priority to the systems involved as a matter of national security—quite appropriately
given the role of that infrastructure in supporting the foundations of the nation’s democracy (NRC Recommendation 5.1).

2.7. **Allow political parties to provide cybersecurity assistance to state parties and to individuals running for federal office and their campaigns.**

Currently, Federal law (52 U.S.C. 30116) limits the amount of financial support that political campaigns can receive from national political parties. Without legislative relief, cybersecurity assistance must be treated as an “in-kind donation”, and thus would count against those limits and reduce the amount of direct financial support a campaign could otherwise receive. As of the date of this writing, there is at least one bill in draft form that provides for such relief; in any case, legislation to this effect should be enacted with all due haste.
Regulating Online Political Advertising by Foreign Governments and Nationals

By Nate Persily and Alex Stamos

The Problem

Agents of the Russian government purchased a significant amount of digital advertising during the 2016 U.S. presidential election. The scale of the paid advertising effort and the exact amounts of foreign spending on digital ads remain unknown and may never be known. However, it is now well understood that, alongside “organic” social media content, paid advertising by Russian nationals helped push messages about candidates and issues relevant to the 2016 election campaigns.

Facebook’s investigation of Russian spending on its platform, as well as the indictments and report from Special Counsel Robert Mueller and his team, provide most of what is known about Russian paid-advertising throughout the campaigns. Through 470 inauthentic accounts, Russians spent over $100,000 (some in rubles) on over 3,500 advertisements on Facebook and Instagram between June 2015 and May 2017, in addition to unspecified amounts through Google and Twitter. As is often true for advertisement spending even by domestic actors, the impact of these communications is hard to quantify.

The online ads run by Russian organizations and agents contained a variety of messages with varying connections to the presidential campaign. Some contained explicit messages of endorsement or opposition to a candidate, containing phrases such as “Support Hillary”, “Save American Muslims”, “Make America Great Again!”, or “Join Florida Trump Rallies”. Others mentioned the candidates but did not use charged language of endorsement or opposition. According to the Special Counsel report:

During the U.S. presidential campaign, many IRA-purchased advertisements explicitly supported or opposed a presidential candidate or promoted U.S. rallies organized by the IRA (discussed below). As early as March 2016, the IRA purchased advertisements that overtly opposed the Clinton Campaign. For example, on March 18, 2016, the IRA purchased an advertisement depicting candidate Clinton and a caption that read in part, “If one day God lets this liar enter the White House as a president - that day would be a real national tragedy.” Similarly, on April 6, 2016, the IRA purchased advertisements for its account “Black Matters” calling for a “flashmob” of U.S. persons to “take a photo
with #HillaryClintonForPrison2016 or #nohillary2016.” IRA-purchased advertisements featuring Clinton were, with very few exceptions, negative. IRA-purchased advertisements referencing candidate Trump largely supported his campaign. The first known IRA advertisement explicitly endorsing the Trump Campaign was purchased on April 19, 2016. The IRA bought an advertisement for its Instagram account “Tea Party News” asking U.S. persons to help them “make a patriotic team of young Trump supporters” by uploading photos with the hashtag “#KIDS4TRUMP.” In subsequent months, the IRA purchased dozens of advertisements supporting the Trump Campaign, predominantly through the Facebook groups “Being Patriotic,” “Stop All Invaders,” and “Secured Borders.”

The lion’s share of Russian-sponsored ads, however, did not directly reference the candidates, but instead addressed divisive political issues, including gun rights, immigration, police brutality, or terrorism. Some of these ads went so far as to encourage Americans on both sides of an argument to actively join groups or attend rallies. Judging by the content of their ad buys on social media platforms, the Russians engaged in the 2016 U.S. presidential election had two goals—support Trump by disparaging Clinton, and amplify existing polarization in American society.

These critical distinctions matter both for existing law and the constitutional restrictions that might govern certain proposed reforms. To date, digital campaign spending is largely unregulated, notwithstanding two key exceptions: (1) a ban on electioneering communications sponsored by foreign nationals and (2) disclosure requirements for all advertisements of candidate-advocacy placed for a fee on another person’s website. Many of the Russian ads violated these laws, but the majority did not. To prevent similar foreign spending in future elections requires policy innovations tailored to the unique opportunities that online environment offers malicious actors and the unique challenges that this environment presents to regulatory agencies in charge of promoting transparency in campaign spending.

To successfully confront the exploitation of digital political advertising platforms by foreign actors, several significant obstacles must be overcome. In particular, the 2016 campaign revealed how the internet facilitates anonymous campaign spending and how the law’s limited reach to candidate-related advocacy can be easily avoided by foreigners spending money on issue advocacy. Although serious constitutional constraints rightly limit available options, any new regulation that seeks to address the problems discovered in 2016 must deal with these two problems: anonymity and issue advocacy. Disclosure represents the necessary first step for any reform. However, capturing the relevant universe of ads deemed “political” and requiring disclosure presents serious challenges.

Similar challenges and concerns exist apart from the special case of online foreign intervention in U.S. elections. Reformers have long advocated for greater disclosure in political
advertising and greater regulation of “issue advertising”. Indeed, the litigation surrounding the McCain-Feingold campaign finance law, otherwise known as the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act (BCRA), often focused on whether the law swept in too much speech by banning corporatesponsored advertising beyond “express advocacy” or communication promoting the election or defeat of candidates. BCRA banned corporate-sponsored advertising on “electioneering communications” or satellite communications made within sixty days of the general election or thirty days before the primary that refer to a clearly identified candidate for federal office and were targeted to the relevant electorate. In *Citizens United v. FEC*, the Supreme Court struck down that provision as unconstitutional. Because independent spending by individuals did not pose a threat of corruption and was protected by the First Amendment, the Court reasoned, similar spending by corporations from their treasury funds was equally protected. Given the dramatic result of *Citizens United*, fewer people paid attention to the part of the opinion that upheld, on an 8 to 1 vote, the law’s disclosure provisions. The ultimate result of *Citizens United*, then, was suspicion of limits on spending, but general deference to disclosure.

Neither BCRA’s “electioneering communication” definition, nor its disclosure provisions, cover messaging beyond candidate-related advertising. Although ads can influence voter perceptions of candidates without directly mentioning a candidate’s name, regulating election-related speech beyond words or images, which refer clearly to candidates, has always proven conceptually and constitutionally difficult. In today’s political climate, virtually any issue can become politicized, from general topics such as immigration and civil rights to features of daily life such as sports and entertainment. Defining ex ante a universe of “issues” relevant to elections or politics is challenging, if not impossible. Attempts to do so rely on vague phrases, such as “issues of national legislative importance”, and place a great responsibility on administrators—or in the case of the proposed Honest Ads Act, on a social media platform—to define the phrase’s meaning in application.

Regardless of how the universe of ads requiring disclosure or disclaimers is defined, any adequate disclosure regime must specify who is required to disclose, and how disclosure will properly reveal the identity of the person or entity behind the ad. With respect to foreign election interference in particular, the regime of disclosure must be tailored so that the true entity behind the ad, rather than a front organization or pass-through, is made public. With the exception of RT and Sputnik, Russian advertisements or internet communications during the 2016 U.S. presidential election largely operated through fabricated organizations to disguise the original identity of the advertiser.

Of course, the issue of ambiguous or non-transparent funding behind campaign ads is not new nor limited to the issue of foreign interference. So-called “dark money” is a longstanding problem that has accelerated in importance with the rise of prominent Super PACs and 501(c)(4) organizations involved with the independent funding of campaign-related advocacy. In contrast to the obligations placed on candidates and parties, the law places incomplete disclosure
responsibilities on Super PACs and 501(c)(4) organizations, allowing them either to evade disclosure for many expenditures or merely to disclose non-human entities, such as corporations or other associations. The law never requires disclosure for pure issue advocacy for any entity.

Most existing disclosure regimes fail to capture the original financial source of an expenditure. If the regulation merely requires an organization’s name to be included in a disclaimer or in a filing with an election authority, then sponsors can create groups with innocuous, patriotic-sounding names, such as “Americans for America”. Consequently, any system of disclosure that seeks to avoid the cloaking of money in intermediary organizations must require the identification of an individual who either manages the organization or contributes money to the organization above a certain threshold. If the disclosure is limited to the name of a corporation or association, then the actual source of the money—whether foreign or domestic—can easily remain concealed.

Finally, any regime that addresses either express or issue advocacy must have special provisions for the media. Journalists and the companies they work for spend money on “communications” that refer to candidates and have a sizeable impact on election coverage and results. Media coverage of campaigns is more ubiquitous and influential than paid online communication, such as advertisements. As compared to news and other unpaid commentary, advertising represents only a tiny share of voters’ exposure to information sources relevant to campaigns. A disclosure regime, or any campaign finance regulation for that matter, that covers expenditures on politically relevant communication must draw a line between legitimate media organizations and other forms of paid communication. All existing campaign finance regulations do so, but defining the media in the age of the internet is challenging given that anyone can blog, post, or Tweet. YouTube celebrities often have followings comparable to established media organizations. Interest groups regularly create their own webpages and news-like sites in order to appear similar to journalistic institutions. Although any “media exception” for campaign finance regulation will inevitably exclude some legitimate journalists and include some illegitimate ones, the designers of such regulations need to carefully consider the impact on free speech from roping legitimate media into definitions of paid electoral communication.

Existing Proposals

Since the 2016 U.S. presidential election, social media platforms and members of Congress have explored different proposals for increasing transparency related to political advertising, particularly regarding expenditures by foreign nationals. Proposed by Senators Mark Warner and Amy Klobuchar, the Honest Ads Act is the most advanced legislative proposal thus far. A similar proposal, titled the New York State Democracy Protection Act, was signed into law by Governor Andrew Cuomo in April 2018.

The Honest Ads Act would require a public archive of all election-related advertisements, both candidate-related and on issues of national legislative importance. Maintained by the FEC, the
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archive would contain a digital copy of the ad, a description of the target audience, the number of views or impressions, and the rate charged for the ad buy. In addition, clear disclaimers revealing the name of the organization or individual who paid for the ad would be required.

In the wake of the 2016 U.S. presidential election and in the shadow of potential legislation, several social media platforms have developed new transparency regimes for political advertising that include a similar public library of political advertising, including the ad’s sponsor, frequency, and how much was spent. Facebook already has created a searchable archive for all political ads—both candidate-related and those determined as on “issues of national legislative importance”—for its platform and Instagram. All ads will stay in the archive for at least seven years and include information on the number of impressions or views by gender, age, and state. Facebook users can search the archive on keywords and select ads from specific sponsors. Similarly, Google presents candidate-related advertisements in its public library. Google also notes the demographics of individuals targeted by the advertiser and the total amount spent, whereas Facebook only tracks and records the viewers themselves. In addition, Twitter’s archive for political advertisements is searchable by Twitter account, as well as targeted and actual audience, including characteristics such as age, gender, language, or location by state and city.

None of these archives or libraries are optimized for the kind of research that is necessary to trace with accuracy the flows of money from outside groups to the platforms. They vary greatly in the search features they provide (especially whether ads can be organized by date) as well as the clarity with which they identify spenders. Facebook, for example, identifies spenders according to Facebook pages, which can change, as opposed to an FEC-identified account, which would be crucial both to measure legal compliance and to trace spending across platforms. Google does not provide information on political candidates’ advertisements in state elections or advertisements on political issues. The shortcomings of the ad archives led a group of scholars connected to Mozilla to issue a helpful letter describing to the platforms what an effective ad archive would look like.

Recommendations

3.1. Explicitly prohibit foreign governments and individuals from purchasing online advertisements targeting the American electorate and aimed at influencing U.S. elections.

The prohibition on electioneering activity by foreign nationals should be clarified to make explicit a ban on any foreign-sponsored online advertisements that target the American electorate and are intended to influence a U.S. election. The ban should apply to any advertisement that mentions or features a candidate or party within sixty days of an election, as well as advertisements on issues of national legislative importance during that time period. Because such issue ads are difficult to identify ex ante, the FEC should develop a list of such issues for which the ban would apply.
3.2. **Support the passage of the Honest Ads Act with several key amendments.**

The Honest Ads Act represents an important first step in bringing online advertising within the regulatory ambit of existing law. At a minimum, the U.S. Congress must pass and President Trump must then sign into law the Honest Ads Act to establish fair and reasonable guidelines for online advertising in political campaigns, including the regulation of foreign actors in this domain. But more could be done; this legislation could be strengthened with several amendments to more effectively increase the transparency of online political advertisements.

Currently, the most significant drawback of the Honest Ads Act is that the draft legislation places the critical responsibility of defining a political ad or an “issue of national legislative importance” entirely with the social media platforms themselves. Disclosure of issue advocacy represents a dramatic shift in the law, and it is too significant to trust private companies with defining which issues rise to the level of warranting advertising disclosure. As Facebook has moved in this direction, the firm has run into an array of line-drawing problems, including (1) addressing media organizations that boost news stories; (2) potentially designating charitable activity as political if, for example, its advertisements are related to health; or (3) managing product ads that touch on politics, such as a recent Nike ad featuring Colin Kaepernick, a Budweiser ad mentioning immigration, or an Amazon ad promoting a political book. Strong arguments could be made in favor of disclosure in all or just some of these cases, but such decisions should not depend on an individual company’s definition. Instead, the Honest Ads Act should be amended to make the FEC responsible for declaring for a given election cycle what issues require ad transparency, along the lines described in the ban on foreign advertising described above.

The second drawback of the proposed legislation concerns the disclosure of targeting information. While the Honest Ads Act is premised on a conception of targeting in which advertisers specify demographic categories and/or geographic regions, targeted online advertising has moved beyond categories of users to individual lists of users. The most sophisticated political consultants and parties now curate lists of individuals, along with email addresses to identify them, so as to send individualized messages to them. These lists are then turned over to Facebook and Google who promise to deliver the advertisement to a list of people (a “custom audience”) representing a large share of the targets. Moreover, Facebook also has provided “lookalike audiences”, which is a Facebook audience similar to the one originally targeted. Exposing individuals’ names rather than larger group-targeting categories, such as suburban white women between the age of 30 and 40, raises serious privacy issues.

Data regarding who was exposed to an ad is equally if not more important than targeting information. As targeting increasingly moves away from categories and towards individuals, advertisers or platforms cannot be expected to reveal the names of people who are targeted by the ad. “Exposure disclosure” should instead be required at a smaller level, such as zip code, census block, precinct level, or even at the county or district level. Talented enterprising analysts—and opposing campaigns—may still be able to identify some individuals from this geographical data,
but the specific characteristics of these individuals would remain concealed. Although platforms tend to balk at such micro-level disclosure because it reveals the “secret sauce” of advertisers, the innate surgical precision of effective individual-level targeting remains a key problem with digital advertising, and exposure disclosure is the only way to truly understand the dynamics of modern campaigning. At a minimum, policy makers and the platforms should consider calibrating disclosure to the level of ad targeting, in order to ensure that the more micro targeted an ad, the greater the disclosure obligation on the spender.

A third challenge with the Honest Ads Act concerns the current requirement of a library for the “creatives” or the actual advertisements delivered to targets. By combining artificial intelligence with advertising, modern campaigns in some instances have created hundreds of thousands of variations on a given ad that are A-B tested with targets. Subsequently, the platforms have taken the logical position that no matter how minor the variation, each creative is then presented as its own advertisement in the library. To maximize efficiency, however, analysts should classify advertising and spending by candidate or group, so that the library could organize creatives into groups derived from a core advertisement, and the universe of ads and their collective targets can be analyzed and evaluated more coherently.

Finally, new regulations of online political advertising provide an opportunity to address the challenge of “dark money” or front organizations that place advertisements funded by individuals and groups wishing to evade disclosure. Compared to television or other media, the internet affords greater capacity for foreign and domestic actors to participate in surreptitious activity to influence elections. By revealing the individuals who sponsor advertisements, both disclosure and disclaimers can effectively uncover the original source of the money. Therefore, advertisers and platforms should be required to disclose the names of responsible individuals and entities to the FEC, and each online ad should be identified by the FEC code of its purchaser. In practice, this recommendation would likely require, on the face of an ad or with one click-through, a list of the top five individuals who fund an organization (e.g., Super PAC), the CEO of a corporation funding ad, or the leader of a union funding an ad. Certainly, this requirement will not solve all problems, because shell corporations can be established to ensure that the CEO is not truly “responsible” for the advertisement. But this mandated change would represent a significant step in the right direction for increasing campaign transparency.

3.3. Strengthen self-regulation mechanisms for the major internet platforms.
Tackling foreign interference in U.S. elections requires new effort from both government and the private sector. The 2020 presidential campaign is already underway and most of the applicable restrictions on foreign spending come from legislation drafted in the pre-internet age. In addition, given the pace of technological change, foreign adversaries (like domestic political entrepreneurs) will always be one step ahead of any regulatory regime the U.S. Congress designs. The major internet platforms, therefore, must together confront the problem of foreign sponsored advertising, as they should foreign election manipulation through other means.
Such coordinated action may require a specific exception to the antitrust laws or a congressionally blessed industry self-regulatory body akin to the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority. However such coordination is achieved, preventing foreign interference should demand the same kind of collective industry response that was engendered by terrorist recruitment and child endangerment. In those domains, the industry has found a way to trade information and develop best practices to confront common problems. Foreign election meddling is another such issue. All efforts should be made by social media and other internet companies to present a common front against foreign election interference in the run-up to the 2020 U.S. presidential elections.
The Problem

Much of the analysis of Russian intervention in the 2016 U.S. presidential election has focused on covert forms of internet-based influence generated through clandestine social media campaigns and advertising. However, not all efforts by the Russian government or its affiliated entities were done in secret. Some attempts at influence were open and notorious, such as the stories broadcasted, posted, and promoted by Russian media organizations RT and Sputnik. Policy prescriptions for how the U.S. government or social media companies should confront efforts by foreign governments to influence U.S. elections through official media organizations, however, raise complex questions regarding the rights of those organizations, as well as the government’s regulatory capacity to distinguish between authentic journalism, government-sponsored propaganda, and election manipulation.

As discussed in Chapter One, the Russian government created Russia Today in 2005. Although formally modeled after the BBC, RT was later renamed and evolved into an effective propaganda outlet for transmitting the values and objectives of the Russian government across the world. As the Kremlin’s response to Western criticism of its anti-democratic efforts, RT uses an international, multiple-language, 24-hour television service and associated website to promote Russian policies and attack the values and policies of Western governments, especially those of the United States.¹ With a budget of approximately $300 million, RT is available on Comcast, Cox, Charter, DirecTV, and Fios, and claims that it “reaches more than 644 million people worldwide.”² As mentioned earlier, RT also claims to be the number one watched “news” channel on YouTube.³ Sputnik, for its part, is “a brash Russian-government-run news and commentary site that models itself on BuzzFeed.”⁴

In addition to adopting a name change to obscure its connection to the Russian government, RT America operates through a complex network of financial arrangements to create fictional distance between the media organization and the Russian government. The Russian government finances RT through a parent company, TV Novosti, which in turn transfers money to a production company, T&R Productions, to underwrite RT America. This convoluted web
of funding is tailored towards demonstrating formal independence, despite clear control and financial responsibility by the Russian government. RT editor-in-chief Margarita Simonyan has spoken frequently about the instrumental role her organization plays in advancing Russian state interests, at times even implying that RT is as important to the Russian state as the Russian Armed Forces.\(^5\) Statements from those who have left both RT and Sputnik confirm the lack of journalistic independence from the state.\(^6\) Controversial coverage by RT of the Russian military intervention in Ukraine in 2014 resulted in one of its anchors, Liz Wahl, resigning while on-air.\(^7\)

In some respects, however, RT and Sputnik are functionally indistinguishable from a host of similar media organizations within and beyond the United States. While the overwhelming majority of RT’s stories are true, others are barely news at all, but instead clickbait used to acquire a sizeable audience. They often feature controversial figures, such as Nigel Farage when he was championing Brexit,\(^8\) 9/11 truthers, or those who believe Osama bin Laden’s death was staged.\(^9\) Simonyan also has explicitly stated that part of Russia and RT’s strategy is to build audiences through lighter entertainment shows and soft news during less volatile times, but then to target them with political messages during more critical or vulnerable moments.\(^10\)

The U.S. intelligence community’s report following the 2016 U.S. presidential election described how RT and Sputnik had “contributed to the influence campaign by serving as a platform for Kremlin messaging to Russian and international audiences.”\(^11\) RT coverage of the campaign followed what is now acknowledged as the larger Russian strategy of sowing discord, diminishing Hillary Clinton, and facilitating mixed but generally more positive coverage of Donald Trump.\(^12\) RT and Sputnik segments focused on Clinton’s health,\(^13\) discussed alleged corruption,\(^14\) and called her the “Queen of War.”\(^15\) Additionally, RT focused its election coverage on significantly highlighting Senator Bernie Sanders in a positive light in the primary.\(^16\) In the general election, RT devoted considerable coverage to third-party candidates, especially Green Party candidate Jill Stein. In 2015, Stein attended an anniversary gala for RT’s 10th anniversary, where she was seated at the head table with Putin. In 2016, RT interviewed Stein several times, focused considerable attention on events such as the Green Party convention, and explicitly suggested Stein was a better choice for the American left.\(^17\) Third-party debates were even hosted on RT between multiple Green Party candidates and between Stein and Gary Johnson, who were excluded from the major candidate debates. RT was therefore a substantial source of Stein’s television coverage in the 2016 U.S. presidential election.

Concrete data on RT’s reach are hard to find, but circumstantial evidence suggests that RT succeeded in effectively reaching many American internet users during the campaign period. By 2017, views of its flagship channel alone were similar to CNN’s, with over 2 billion views,\(^18\) and an interview on the U.S. elections with Julian Assange in November 2016 was one of RT’s most popular videos the following year, with over 2 million views alone.\(^19\)

RT trails mainstream media considerably in terms of followers on Twitter and Facebook. While RT’s YouTube viewership at times has rivaled and surpassed CNN’s, RT is far behind CNN on Twitter, with 2.6 million compared to 38.1 million followers respectively.\(^20\) And yet, in
2016 RT was the 30th most shared news source on Twitter for election-related stories, placing it just below Vox and ABC News and above Time Magazine and Slate. In other words, RT’s reach on Twitter was similar to sources that would be considered fairly mainstream in the United States. Although the numbers are unavailable for how many of those viewers were located in the United States, recent research during the 2018 elections found RT to have a similar ranking among users geo-located in the United States, putting its reach just between Vox and The Huffington Post in the week before the midterms.

RT and Sputnik pose difficult conceptual and regulatory challenges for U.S. government officials and executives at social media companies who seek to reduce Russian influence over the American electorate. And more generally, well beyond these specific Russian media organizations, distinguishing good from bad actors and manipulation from quality journalism presents intractable line-drawing issues that no regulatory regime can specify ex ante. In addition, the U.S. treatment of foreign media organizations generally and Russian companies in particular cannot be considered in a vacuum. As discussed in detail in Chapter Seven, when the United States seeks to promote democracy worldwide, some foreign governments accuse the American government of meddling in their internal affairs. Therefore, active U.S. regulation of foreign media organizations targeting American audiences could trigger retaliation in Moscow and elsewhere against both publicly sponsored (e.g., Voice of America or Radio Free Europe) and private U.S. media entities. Russia already has taken steps to retaliate against several U.S.-based media organizations by labeling them as foreign agents.

In considering reform measures to address foreign election manipulation, it should be recognized that the “foreign-ness” of a media organization exists along a continuum, and is often far from a black and white distinction. At one time, for example, News Corp, which owned Fox News, The New York Post, and the Wall Street Journal, was an Australian corporation and had an Australian CEO, Rupert Murdoch, who later became a U.S. citizen. The Korean Unification movement leader Sun Myung Moon founded The Washington Times, which was owned by a corporation he had founded until 2010. Additionally, WikiLeaks transmits a sizeable amount of content in the United States, but has been registered as a library in Australia, a foundation in France, and a newspaper in Sweden, in addition to using two U.S.-based non-profit 501c3 organizations for funding purposes.

Further along the spectrum, foreign governments own or control many international media organizations based outside the United States, such as RT with its well-established connection to the Russian government. A variety of media organizations, however, exist with less direct connection to foreign governments and with greater or lesser connection to the United States. Should BBC America be treated differently than BBC, for example? Should RT be treated differently than the BBC, Deutsche Welle (DW), France24, China Central Television, or Al Jazeera? Moreover, the conceptual and regulatory challenges become increasingly complex in the online environment, given the multiplicity of online sources of news, as compared to the limited number of broadcast and cable stations. Even defining or characterizing a news or media
organization for the online environment has proven difficult, let alone the degree of foreign ownership or influence over organizational operations that lead it to cross a legally relevant line drawn to identify foreign media sources.

Assuming the law can identify the requisite degree of “foreign-ness” of media outlets, the question of delineating propaganda and election manipulation from standard news or campaign coverage remains. RT does present “news”, as well as what is sometimes described as “disaster porn”, referring to viral stories of natural disasters, criminal incidents, and bizarre mishaps. In between these stories, which help develop its audience, RT weaves in opinion that promotes Russian government policy. RT is distinctive, not because of the unique substance of its coverage, but because of the identity of its sponsor, its intent, and its role as an instrument in pursuing Putin’s foreign policy objectives. Because of its mix of news and propaganda, however, it poses a unique challenge for First Amendment law. Foreign governments or their agents are not protected by the First Amendment, but a law that might ban such media from internet platforms accessible to an American audience would pose unprecedented constitutional questions. As dangerous or effective as foreign sponsored propaganda might be, it will be difficult, as a constitutional matter, to control Americans’ access to such communication on the worldwide web.

Recent Measures and Existing Proposals

In response to Russian election manipulation efforts in 2016, the U.S. government compelled RT and Sputnik to register under the Foreign Agents Registration Act (FARA). FARA was passed in 1938 in response to a large group of American non-citizen residents being paid to disseminate propaganda on behalf of foreign governments and parties, including the German Nazi Party. Initially, FARA required “each agent of a foreign principal to register with the government and disclose certain information,” but it did not limit expenditures by those agents. In 1966, Congress amended FARA “to prohibit any person acting under the direction or control of a foreign principal from knowingly making any contribution ‘in connection with an election to any political office.’” FARA defines an “agent of a foreign principal” as “any person who acts as an agent, representative, employee . . . or any person who acts in any other capacity at the order . . . of a foreign principal” who also engages in political activity for the foreign principal in the United States or “acts within the United States as a public relations counsel, publicity agent, information-service employee or political consultant for . . . such foreign principal.” The law exempts any newspaper, press service or association organized if it is at least 80% owned by American citizens of the United States, and the policies are not controlled, financed, or otherwise determined by a foreign principal.

FARA requires foreign agents to register with the Attorney General by disclosing the agent’s name, a description of the agent’s business, and any actions taken “as an agent of a foreign principal”, the “nature and amount” of contributions given by the principal to the agent in the last sixty days, written and oral agreements between the agent and principal, a “detailed statement
of every activity which the registrant is performing for anyone other than a foreign principal . . . which requires registration" under FARA, and “[s]uch other statements, information, or documents pertinent to the purposes” of FARA. The law then bars foreign agents who transmit “informational materials” to do so “without placing in such informational materials a conspicuous statement that the materials are distributed by the agent on behalf of the foreign principal.” Furthermore, the law requires every foreign agent to “keep and preserve . . . books of account and other records with respect to all his activities” that can be inspected by U.S. Justice Department officials. Thus, FARA currently has three different requirements for foreign principals: registration, disclosure, and record keeping.

Prior to 1995, FARA referred to political propaganda, rather than informational materials. It considered political propaganda to be communication that is reasonably adapted to indoctrinate, convert, or in any other way influence a recipient with reference to the political or public interests, policies, or relations of a foreign government or political party. When faced by a First Amendment challenge to this seemingly vague provision, the Supreme Court nevertheless upheld the definition of propaganda, a decision that remains important for considering contemporary reform options.

Before the government forced RT and Sputnik to register under FARA, only the media organizations NHK Cosmomedia and China Daily had been previously required to register. Not surprisingly, RT opposed the FARA designation, arguing that the law’s disclosure obligations would interfere with its journalism, for example by requiring the disclosure of confidential sources. Nevertheless, the U.S. Department of Justice required RT and Sputnik, as well as RT’s parent company T&R Productions, to register as foreign agents.

In its FARA filing, T&R Productions noted that “the Russian Federation finances ANO TV-Novosti [the nonprofit, nongovernmental organization that oversees RT] to a substantial extent.” In its press release about the registration of T&R Productions as a foreign agent, the U.S. Justice Department wrote that T&R registered “as an agent for ANO TV-Novosti, the Russian government entity responsible for the worldwide broadcasts of RT Network.” Moreover, Acting Assistant Attorney General Dana J. Boente explained the move as an attempt to show Americans “who is acting in the United States to influence the U.S. government or on behalf of foreign principals.” Because T&R was ultimately labeled a foreign agent, RT lost its credentials for covering Congress-related news.

Independent of U.S. government action, social media platforms have taken several measures to reduce the reach of Russian government-sponsored media. In October 2017, Twitter announced that RT and Sputnik will no longer be allowed to advertise on the platform. The company also pledged to use previously earned revenues from these organizations to fund research on the 2016 U.S. presidential election. Google and YouTube also have begun to provide context when results from RT are displayed. Below all RT videos, YouTube currently states, “RT is funded in whole or in part by the Russian government” and provides a Wikipedia link with more information. YouTube has started to include similar disclaimers for other foreign-sponsored media.
organizations as well, albeit with slight variations. For example, BBC videos are accompanied by the message “BBC is a British public broadcast service.” In addition, after announcing the “deranking” of RT and Sputnik in its search results in order to combat misinformation, Google removed RT from its preferred news lineup, a group of news providers who receive access to additional revenue from premium advertisers. Facebook recently suspended several pages linked to RT and demanded a disclosure of affiliation, citing the need for users “connecting with pages [not to] be misled about who’s behind them.”

**Recommendations**

Less democratic governments would likely respond to the challenge posed by RT by banning it from the airwaves and blocking it on the internet altogether. For the same reasons justifying the registration of RT under FARA, the United States government may have the authority to do so as well. But banning RT and Sputnik would present constitutional questions concerning the right of American audiences to hear and view content from foreign media entities. An outright ban of these Russian propaganda agents also would likely trigger retaliation against legitimate, independent American media companies in Russia and other autocracies around the world. Short of a direct ban, therefore, we recommend a series of disclosure measures by social media platforms and the U.S. government as a strategy to help temper and mediate the most aggressive propaganda efforts of foreign media organizations.

**4.1. Require greater disclosure measures for FARA-registered foreign media organizations.**

Foreign media organizations registered under FARA should be required by law to present disclaimers attesting to their registration as a foreign agent. In practice, this restriction could include a disclaimer at the bottom of RT broadcasts and internet videos that simply identifies the station either as an “agent of the Russian government” or “sponsored by the Russian government.” The same should be required, to the extent possible, for online texts and images. This regulation should apply specifically to the foreign agent itself, but it could also apply, if practicable, to the cable provider or platform hosting the content.

**4.2. Mandate additional disclosure measures during pre-election periods.**

If requiring foreign agents to disclose their FARA registration all the time is deemed too speech-restrictive, then more minimally, all foreign media organizations registered under FARA should be obligated to run such disclaimers in pre-election periods. As with the electioneering restrictions under the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act, the pre-election period could be defined as sixty days before the general election and thirty days before the primary. Because these periods are when foreign-sponsored propaganda are likely to have the most electorally-relevant impact and damaging influence, clear signals for the broadcast’s origin and likely intent of its sponsor can help viewers contextualize the presented information.
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4.3. Support existing disclosure measures of specific social media platforms.
Companies such as YouTube, Twitter, and Facebook should voluntarily adopt measures—as some already have done—to promote these disclaimers to the extent possible. Undoubtedly, much of the content promoted by RT, Sputnik, or similar organizations will appear on the internet without disclaimers, particularly when forwarded by individual users or retweeted. Propaganda efforts can be mitigated by tagging the shared content with similar disclaimers, at least during the pre-election period. Moreover, steps to demote content by FARA registrants and prohibit their advertising (even nonpolitical advertising and “boosting” of posts) in the pre-election period should be encouraged.

If such a body of law and practice were to be developed as a supplement to FARA registration, the stakes of being labeled a foreign agent would become much higher, and thus, the United States could expect more intense objections to such designations, as well as an increase in retaliatory measures against American media organizations. Nevertheless, with respect to broadcasting to their own populations, authoritarian and semi-authoritarian regimes are quick to do much more than force disclosures on U.S. media organizations, even in cases without cause or evidence. As an example, both Voice of America and Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty have only recently been labeled foreign agents in Russia, but have been “banned from broadcasting in the country since 2014 and 2012, respectively.”

As regulations expand beyond designating media organizations as foreign agents to monitoring foreign media organizations in general, the potential sweep would be quite broad. However, as foreign propaganda efforts through official government-sponsored media—whether from Russia, China, or anywhere else—become increasingly common, it may be necessary to adopt a bright line of disclosure during the pre-election period for foreign media organizations, irrespective of FARA registration. If such efforts become warranted, then even foreign media organizations that do not engage in propaganda activities on par with RT also might be required to run disclaimers indicating that the channel, video, or news item comes from a source supported by a given foreign government.

The abovementioned recommendations for regulation cannot fully prevent foreign-sponsored content from appearing on the internet or influencing American voters during election and non-election periods. “Information wants to be free”, as the old adage goes, and content from international sources will continue to make its way onto American screens regardless of security efforts. Nonetheless, disclaimer regulations can serve the crucial purpose of un-packaging RT from the seemingly innocuous brand name it has adopted. Foreign instruments of state propaganda will continue to seek to influence the American electorate. Therefore, foreign agents should always be identified as what they are and where they come from. Whether the transmitted propaganda will ultimately persuade the American voter presents a challenge to democratic theory and decision-making—one that law in a free society may be incapable of preventing comprehensively and effectively.
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The Problem

As documented in great detail in the Special Counsel report, the publication of stolen documents, purposively provocative and divisive misinformation, and disinformation dissemination through social media platforms by Russian government agents and their proxies constituted one of the most impactful methods of Russian government interference in the 2016 U.S. presidential election. Social media companies were unaware of the scale and scope of the malicious activities happening on their platforms as they occurred, and downplayed the potential impact for too long. Eventually, after significant pressure and criticism from lawmakers and the press, the companies began to take action. The U.S. government, and the FBI in particular, also did not communicate in a timely manner with social media companies about information they were collecting on Russian disinformation operations. Cooperation between the public and private sector on disinformation was almost non-existent before the 2016 U.S. presidential election, a situation that has improved only slightly since.

Several social media companies have taken measures to reduce the influence of foreign-government content producers on their platforms. Google, Facebook, and Twitter have created teams to find and shut down organized disinformation actors, although these shutdowns have not always been publicly disclosed. One known operation against Russian groups occurred in April 2018 when Facebook’s team removed 70 Facebook accounts, 65 Instagram accounts, and 138 Facebook pages controlled by the IRA.¹ Additional takedowns of a variety of actors, including accounts operating from Iran, Pakistan, and India, have followed.²

As highlighted in Chapter Three, the most tangible progress in preventing online disinformation to date has been restrictions on the use of paid advertisements to spread disinformation on social media platforms. For instance, in the summer of 2018, Facebook, Twitter, and Google implemented new requirements for political ads, including ads on “social issues”, to be labeled with “Paid for by” disclaimers. In the United States, these ads can only be run by verified residents of the U.S. and are stored in public archives along with particular targeting and reach data. Anecdotal evidence suggests that this approach may deter certain known players
in information warfare. For example, In the NOW, a video-focused RT outlet with over 3 million Facebook followers, attempted to run an advertisement on the site in early June 2018 for its story on poverty in America, but the advertisement was removed due to its lack of a “Paid for by” label. Deciding not to disclose the source of its funding, In the NOW chose to not run further ads before being banned outright in February 2019.

The ban and its subsequent reinstatement also illustrate the inconsistent implementation of labeling across platforms. While In the NOW videos on YouTube were being labeled as “funded in whole or in part by the Russian government,” the same videos on Facebook were not. After a CNN report, the page was banned by Facebook, then required to reveal its source of funding under a new policy, then reinstated. The entire process was closely covered by both Russian and American media, which ultimately raised the page’s profile and popularity while rendering Facebook vulnerable to censorship charges.³

To successfully combat state-sponsored disinformation campaigns, further efforts must be undertaken. In part, the solution requires implementing previously adopted solutions in a more comprehensive and coordinated manner, particularly with regards to paid content and advertising on social media.

A second line of work must focus on improving tools and strengthening policies to support efforts to identify and neutralize existing and emerging types of organic content used for disinformation purposes, as well as hacked or leaked documents. In addition to the recommendations provided in Chapter Three regarding the regulation of paid advertisements from foreign-government content producers, additional measures should be taken to reduce the impact of disinformation and stolen material spread from foreign government-aligned actors seeking to influence American voters. Most of these actions could be taken by private companies and need not be mandated through government regulation or new laws.

Moreover, legal and cultural changes need to be made to enhance cooperation between social media companies and between the private sector and the government to thwart disinformation campaigns. Tackling this issue involves addressing the larger question of data privacy. After a series of privacy scandals over the last several years, consumers justifiably want greater accountability from the companies that hold their private data, especially when this data might be used to influence their voting preferences. The U.S. Congress has started to debate the contours of a new federal consumer privacy law, prodded in part by California’s consumer privacy law passed in 2018.⁴ Tradeoffs between privacy and safety will frame this debate, which should include discussions of which parties are responsible for certain areas of election protection and what data are necessary for them to fulfill those responsibilities.

Social media companies will be far more effective against disinformation campaigns if they can coordinate and cooperate, and if they can partner with other large journalistic outlets to agree on norms around spreading and citing manipulated or stolen content. To do so, however, requires that information sharing about these threats be lawful. For example, it is debatable how
information posted publicly but subsequently taken down by a platform should be handled under the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA).

Exceptions to privacy requirements should be just that—exceptional. On the other hand, if the U.S. Congress wants to incentivize private companies to take more action against disinformation, it may have to pass new legislation to lower or eliminate those legal barriers now in place for doing so.

**Recommendations**

5.1. *Create standardized guidelines for labeling content affiliated with disinformation campaign producers.*

Social media companies and other online platforms need to develop and publicize industry-wide guidelines for labeling content from producers engaged in disinformation and information warfare. They also need to maintain a database of entities, which are actively employed in delivering disinformation. While the link between RT and In the NOW was never concealed, it is likely that under increasing pressure, future producers of disinformation will become progressively adept and creative in hiding their true identities.

A good initial step would be unified standards and language around government-aligned or government-sponsored media. Care would have to be taken to avoid false equivalence between outlets, which are editorially independent from governments but receive funding from them, such as the BBC and PBS, and outlets more closely aligned with their governments’ policies, such as RT and the Xinhua News Agency. An appropriate labeling regime that applies to individual pieces of content would inform users of the source of information without unduly harming legitimate journalistic outlets with government ties.

5.2. *Create norms for the media’s handling of stolen information.*

A significant component of the GRU’s portion of the Russian campaign was the manipulation of the U.S. mass media, most notably well-respected print and television news outlets. This manipulation occurred both in private via emails and private messages to reporters, and in public via mass dumps of stolen information.

Previous industry-wide norms of ethics and conduct have been established for media and news organizations to avoid publishing material that is truthful but that could result in violence, gratuitous emotional harm, and other disproportionate harms. For instance, most media outlets currently do not publish photos of military casualties, the names of crime victims whose next of kin have not been notified, detailed descriptions of suicide methodologies, or the names of mass shooting suspects who were motivated by notoriety. To date, journalists and media executives have taken the initiative to define, coordinate, and enforce these norms.

These same actors, not the government or lawmakers, should take the initiative regarding this new frontier of ethical behavior and endorse new norms around hacked documents and other content that has been leaked for political purposes. This norm should hold in particular when
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Journalists believe that intelligence services or organized groups are behind strategic leaks. To be sure, leaked information is a key component of journalism that brings accountability to powerful actors. But norms around the amount of coverage given to strategic leaks, the fact-checking that goes into stories, and the context in which leaks are reported—including the source of the leak—can reduce the chance that responsible media outlets will be used by autocrats to undermine democracy.

Because journalistic reporting and social media platforms are amplification tools for disinformation and for leaked documents, the absence of their cooperation will pose a serious challenge to malicious actors in reaching a broad audience with their preferred narrative. Furthermore, the precedent of previous norms intended to protect victims or potential victims can be easily used to lend credibility to the need to protect hacking victims and subjects of manipulated content like deepfakes. Although the relationship between the American major media and multinational social media organizations is often strained, synchronizing responses to U.S. adversaries should be possible and could be determinative of whether a future attempt along the lines of DCLeaks is effective.

5.3. Limit the targeting capabilities for political advertising.

Social analytics and advertising tools serve as a “finely tuned disinformation machine for the precision propagandist.” Of all of the opportunities for message amplification provided by the major social media products, advertising poses the greatest risks. First, it allows for amplification limited only by the budget of the attacker. Second, it allows an information warfare actor to put content in front of citizens who did not ask to see it. Most importantly, online advertising platforms allow adversaries to target individuals and groups that are most vulnerable to their specific message. Such targeting played a key role in the IRA’s audience building campaign.

While there are equivalent capabilities for individualized targeting with more traditional campaign techniques, such as direct mail, the combination of low per-unit cost and the ease of targeting online creates a need for online political ads to be monitored more aggressively. The social media companies have already created voluntary standards for defining political advertisements; they can and should voluntarily choose to limit targeting capabilities for those ads as well. The current standards have been created by a handful of large companies; existing self-regulatory groups such as the Internet Advertising Bureau should be utilized to establish standards that apply to the thousands of companies involved in the internet advertising ecosystem. With or without external interference, it is important for the health of American democracy that malicious actors be limited in their ability to target very narrowly defined subgroups of Americans with advertising specifically designed to appeal to a unique concern or base instinct.
5.4. **Expand transparency for paid and unpaid political content.**
Several large online advertisers already have created online archives for political advertisements. These archives can be improved in several ways, such as by updating the archives in near-real time and providing detailed engagement metrics.\(^1\) This information needs to be available through an open application programming interface (API).

Social media companies also should create content archives and disclose audience information for known disinformation actors and hacked documents. Preferably, social media platforms could provide access to this information and other data through an API meeting basic standards of thoroughness, transparency, and timeliness.\(^2\) Facebook already provides much of the relevant information via its commercial social media data offering, CrowdTangle.\(^3\) Unfortunately, the usefulness of this platform is undermined by the immediate removal of violating content. This approach could help not only to guide fact-checkers and other counter-disinformation efforts, but also to identify the trends and, more importantly, the goals and targets of disinformation.

Existing transparency measures have been voluntary, and only a handful of companies are providing any transparency into online political ads. The U.S. Congress needs to act to set compulsory standards for online ad archives and to create a privacy safe harbor for tech platforms to share content from disinformation actors with responsible researchers.

5.5. **Improve the quality and scope of detection tools and reporting policies for social media platforms.**
Social media companies should also develop additional tools and formats to identify disinformation and hacked content more rapidly and remove it with higher precision, removing content before harm is done. To achieve this objective, they should draw on existing academic research in the area\(^4\) and make the tools they develop open for verification and oversight.\(^5\) Social media and content platforms also need to strengthen their investment in developing technology to detect new and different ways in which entities are disseminating disinformation, such as peer-to-peer messaging apps, or using machine learning-written text and inauthentic pictures, audio, and video, including deepfakes. Hosting providers with significant traffic or business operations in the United States can be incentivized to remove disinformation and hacked documents upon coordination with law enforcement and victims, similar to measures that are taken to remove explicit sexual content or copyright-infringing content. Establishing regular searches for, and removal of, this content will disrupt channels that hackers use to disseminate leaked documents, and will provide the perception that this content, in the few places where it can be found, is untrustworthy or potentially discrediting to host or possess. It is therefore critical to enforce industry-wide norms or legislation with regard to this issue.
As we have witnessed already, when social media platforms institute policies that could result in the removal of user content, they must be mindful of the high costs of false positives, i.e., unjustified removals. This error matters not only with regards to freedom of expression from the individual user’s point of view, but also as a factor of legitimacy for the justified removals. Platforms, therefore, cannot rely on artificial intelligence (AI) alone, but must employ competent moderators—who are familiar with the local environment and know the language they are working with—as well as establish efficient appeal procedures. Instead of making these decisions inside a black box, social media platforms should provide transparency for the reasoning behind these decisions, perhaps assisted by third-party councils. This openness and clarity will help both personal and institutional users navigate relevant rules and build trust in the platform’s decision-making.16

To both increase public awareness of disinformation threats and improve the accountability of social media platforms, platforms must develop policies for disclosing their ongoing disinformation campaigns, as well as producing regular “community health reports”, including statistics on the percentage of anonymous, inauthentic, and automated accounts active in the system, and engagement metrics for the categories of accounts relative to authenticated human activity and labeled bots.17

5.6. **Build an industry-wide coalition to coordinate and encourage the spread of best practices.**

As major social media platforms become more serious about policing their platforms, disinformation may move to smaller, less prepared, and more niche platforms. Major tech companies therefore must make tools and best practices on fighting disinformation available to these less equipped companies. Moreover, the implementation of these best practices should be tied to the ability to access other important industry-wide resources such as those used to identify copyright infringement or other forms of harmful content.

There have been several successful examples of this kind of coordination. The first is the model known as the Information Sharing and Analysis Center/Organization (ISAC/ISAO).18 These are industry-wide, non-profit organizations that provide various levels of services to their members, ranging from facilitating discussions and lightweight information sharing to operating completely independent and well-staffed intelligence functions. While the Multi-State ISAC has been an important component of securing election systems, there is no designated ISAC or ISAO for the consumer internet companies and no natural home for coordination on measures meant to prevent online disinformation.

The major companies, namely Google, Facebook, and Twitter, have a responsibility to create such an organization and to utilize it to encourage sharing among themselves, with smaller competitors to help build their capacity, and with government agencies when appropriate under the law.
5.7. **Remove barriers to the sharing of information relating to disinformation, including changes to privacy and other laws as necessary.**

Signed by President Obama in December 2015, the Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act (CISA) of 2015 reduced legal barriers to sharing cybersecurity threat indicators among technology companies, and between the private sector and the U.S. government, by establishing a blanket exception for such sharing under American privacy and surveillance laws. Although CISA does not require or guarantee that private companies share the information, it eliminates numerous legal constraints as a barrier to action.

As social media platforms, civil society, and government work to address disinformation threats, they should consider whether similar exceptions are necessary in order to effectively counter these threats. When conducting information operations, adversaries routinely exploit multiple platforms to disseminate their malign content. Because action by one platform to address malign content does not guarantee that other platforms become aware of the threat, the content typically persists, which enables the adversary to adapt their strategies in order to better evade future detection.

At the moment, access to the content used by disinformation actors is generally restricted to analysts who archived the content before it was removed or governments with lawful request capabilities. Few organizations have been able to analyze the full paid and unpaid content created by Russian groups in 2016, and the analysis we have is limited to data from the handful of companies who investigated the use of their platforms and were able to legally provide such data to Congressional committees. Congress was able to provide that content and metadata to external researchers, an action that is otherwise proscribed by U.S. and European law.19

Congress needs to establish a legal framework within which the metadata of disinformation actors can be shared in real-time between social media platforms, and removed disinformation content can be shared with academic researchers under reasonable privacy protections.

5.8. **Establish a Social Media ISAC/ISAO to improve communication between the U.S. government and social media companies about disinformation operations.**

Before 2020, the U.S. intelligence community must implement plans to assist social media companies in thwarting disinformation and influence campaigns from foreign governments through rapid declassification of technical indicators and regular updates on potential threats. Social media companies must be willing to engage as well with the U.S. government. Tighter coordination between U.S. agencies and tech platforms might be facilitated by third-party oversight, which would enhance the credibility of these interactions.

The U.S. tech industry currently lacks a coordinating body to facilitate data sharing and provide a single interface to U.S. agencies working to protect our elections. These companies need to create such a body, following the model of effective coordination centers already
established by the finance and power industries. A new organization representing all social media companies could then act as an intermediary between the tech industry and the intelligence community for discussion of these national security issues.

5.9. **Increase overall transparency on social media platforms.**

More generally, social media platforms need to provide more transparency for their users in cases when content was produced or promoted using automation or AI tools. Existing user interface features and platforms’ content delivery algorithms need to be utilized as much as possible to provide contextualization for questionable information and help users escape echo chambers. In addition, social media platforms should provide more transparency around users who are paid to promote certain content.

One area ripe for innovation is the automatic labeling of synthetic content, such as videos created by a variety of techniques that are often lumped under the term “deepfakes”. While there are legitimate uses of synthetic media technologies, there is no legitimate need to mislead social media users about the authenticity of that media. Automatically labeling content, which shows technical signs of being modified in this manner, is the minimum level of due diligence required of the major video hosting sites.

Bots that attack other users (trolling bots) and hijack coordination tools to render them ineffective (dumping bots) have received the most attention thus far. But bots that amplify certain messages and cheerlead certain users must be carefully analyzed as well for having a serious negative impact on our elections. In particular, social media platforms need to prevent bots from “following”, “liking”, “sharing”, and “retweeting” to ensure that only organic human activity is reflected in various measures of popularity, authority, and influence on social media.

5.10. **Carefully balance platform responsibility with individual freedoms.**

The U.S. Congress also should consider new guidelines on the obligations of major social media platforms to their users regarding freedom of expression. Because demotion, shadow bans, and outright bans of certain kinds of content are already becoming the subject of litigation, continued efforts to resist disinformation campaigns are likely to provoke further legal disputes.

Several groups have proposed changes to the critical protections provided by Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act. The U.S. Congress needs to carefully balance the need to protect the freedom of speech and the integrity of social media platforms while also defending the country from disinformation campaigns. A good first step would be legislation encouraging transparency on how social media companies interpret their own guidelines, and standardized reports on content moderation statistics.
5.11. **Establish a norm among candidates to not use stolen data or manipulated content.**

Prodded by the Daily Beast in February 2019, candidates running for the Democratic Party nomination for the 2020 U.S. presidential election have pledged not to use data about other candidates obtained illegally. This norm should be codified in a formal document drafted by the Democratic National Committee and then signed by all candidates. The Republican National Committee should do the same for its candidates in 2020, including President Trump.

5.12. **Emphasize digital literacy in educational curricula and focus public education on the knowledge that makes democracy more resilient to disinformation campaigns.**

Many of the most successful disinformation campaigns, including the one perpetrated by the Russian government against the United States in 2016, involved technically trivial, easily preventable hacking of private data. The amount of sensitive data that could be easily weaponized by a disinformation campaign will only increase and will be located far beyond the electoral campaign headquarters, including across various government and corporate entities that routinely store the personal data of millions of their patrons and clients. Building a robust defense against high-end attacks on the most critical platforms is essential, but raising awareness and developing skills among much larger groups of people who will manage people’s data is also urgent. Equipping the general public with common sense digital safety skills will further increase the costs and reduce the agility of any attack.

The most powerful weapon against a disinformation campaign is a public that is curious about the sources of information, can assess their credibility, and most importantly, is capable of thinking critically about the information received. This means that narrowly defined digital and media literacy could serve only as the foundation for the educational programs that need to teach how to put information in context and perspective. To effectively confront disinformation campaigns perpetrated by autocracies against democracies, a teaching curriculum needs to build on serious theoretical and empirical work that uncovers the role of information in both modern autocracies and democracies. Emerging research in this area points to emphasizing the difference between the political and policy outcomes of the democratic process (which are legitimate goals in electoral competition) and the universal right of people and coalitions of people to participate in it (which is supposedly sacred but might require additional training to be perceived as such).

To this end, the U.S. Congress should mandate the Department of Education to convene a task force on making existing and new information security and media literacy curricula available to educational programs at all levels, from the primary education to lifelong learning, including tailored versions for keepers of personal data in the commercial sector, government employees, PR professionals, and other critical groups, as well as teachers who will teach these skills. The
task force should provide its recommendations following an open and transparent process of public consultation, meeting with educators at all levels and engaging different communities at the state and local level by offering opportunities to run pilot programs, whose results would undergo rigorous evaluation. To ensure that the best-performing curriculum is selected at the national level and students' progress is monitored, media literacy would need to become a part of national standardized testing as well as comparative studies such as PISA.29

Because empirical research suggests that older Americans are particularly vulnerable to fake news on social media,30 public education in this area cannot exclusively focus on the younger generation currently in school or college. The task force would need to assess existing research in this area and develop, in collaboration with academic and civil society stakeholders, learning tools suitable for older audiences who are already in the workforce or in retirement.
The Problem

Our Founding Founders worried a lot about possible foreign meddling in the domestic affairs of the new United States of America. In particular, they were concerned that powerful European actors would use their wealth to corrupt elected officials in the new American democracy. The Federalist papers are filled with expressions of concern about foreigners exercising influence over the conduct of American politics. More specifically, the Emoluments Clause was included in Article I of the Constitution precisely to reduce foreign influence over elected officials, declaring “no Person holding any Office of Profit or Trust under them, shall, without the Consent of the Congress, accept of any present, Emolument, Office, or Title, of any kind whatever, from any King, Prince, or foreign State.”

Over time, concern about foreign influence in American politics and elections has varied, sometimes with negative results for democratic practices. The Alien and Sedition Acts were signed into law by President John Adams in 1798 in the context of undeclared armed hostilities with France, ostensibly to protect against French interference, but were used by the government to suppress political dissidents until the relevant portions of the law expired in 1800. In the run up to World War II, Congress passed the Foreign Agents Registration Act in 1938 in response to growing Nazi influence in the United States, a law that has served to enhance transparency regarding foreign lobbying efforts, but also, some believe, invoked to criminalize legitimate interactions between foreigners and Americans. And most certainly, fears of foreigners meddling in American politics spun tragically out of control during World War II when Americans of Japanese descent were rounded up and forcible removed to internment camps or when Senator McCarthy launched his crusade against alleged American communists. In seeking greater transparency about foreign influence in our elections, we obviously must avoid repeating these tragic chapters in American history.

The involvement of foreigners—Russian government agents in particular—in the 2016 U.S. presidential election did expand substantially compared to recent other presidential elections.
The Mueller Report documented in detail a vast range of contacts between Russian officials, Russian business people, and Russian non-governmental leaders with American officials involved directly or indirectly in the Trump campaign. Most strikingly, Russian government officials and their proxies aggressively pursued contacts with as many Trump campaign officials as they could make, oftentimes with successful results. As discussed in Chapter One, some of these meetings involved direct offers of assistance to the Trump campaign, offers that would have worried our Founding Fathers. According to one careful count, “Donald J. Trump and 18 of his associates had at least 140 contacts with Russian nationals and WikiLeaks, or their intermediaries, during the 2016 campaign and presidential transition…”\(^3\) Notably, the Kremlin and WikiLeaks—also a foreign non-governmental organization—showed no interest in pursuing meetings with the Clinton campaign.

Another kind of foreign involvement in the 2016 U.S. presidential election involved prospective business deals with American candidates, including Donald Trump in particular. As illustrated in Chapter One, during the 2016 presidential campaign, Trump and his colleagues actively pursued a major business deal in Russia—the construction of a Trump Tower in Moscow—and deliberately hid these negotiations first from voters and later from investigators on the Special Counsel team at the U.S. Department of Justice. The full extent of other business ventures with foreign partners by either the Trump or Clinton campaigns—or any campaign in recent memory, for that matter—has not been disclosed.

In addition to in-person meetings, several foreign companies and consultants were paid to participate in the 2016 U.S. presidential elections. The Trump campaign hired a British firm, Cambridge Analytica, to work directly for their organization. Other Republicans candidates hired the British firm, Orbis Business Intelligence, to collect compromising materials on Trump relationships with Russian individuals and organizations. When these Republicans dropped out of the race, the Clinton campaign contracted with the American company Fusion GPS to collect opposition research on Trump, and Fusion GPS in turn hired again Orbis Business Intelligence to continue its research on Trump, a contract that eventually produced the “Steele Dossier”.\(^4\) As documented in the Special Counsel report, people close to the Trump campaign also interacted directly with another foreign organization, WikiLeaks, allegedly to coordinate the dissemination of compromising materials on candidate Clinton and her campaign.

Foreigners also made illicit donations to the Trump inauguration committee. For example, political consultant W. Samuel Patten plead guilty in 2018 to steering $50,000 from a Ukrainian politician to the inaugural committee.\(^5\) In addition, it was reported that weeks after being placed on notice by watchdog groups, the Trump campaign had continued to solicit illegal donations from foreign individuals—including members of foreign governments at their official email addresses.\(^6\)

Many of these contacts clearly stretch the boundaries of propriety, and several of them were considered illegal, but to date, no American has been charged with conspiracy regarding
foreign contacts during the 2016 U.S. presidential campaign. In fact, most of these contacts were legal—but should they be? Our answer is no. But even if not legally criminalized, the American voters have a right to know about presidential candidates’ business and political activities with foreign individuals and companies before they go the polls on Election Day. Consequently, greater transparency is needed to ensure that voters will be able to make informed decisions for themselves about the appropriateness of these contacts and business deals with foreigners.

**Recommendations**

**6.1. Mandate transparency in the use of foreign consultants and foreign companies in U.S. political campaigns.**

Foreign consultants and companies seeking to provide advice or assistance to candidates should be required to register with the Federal Election Commission, with criminal and civil penalties for failing to register. In addition, candidates should be required to disclose their use of foreign consultants and foreign companies in political campaigns. The U.S. Congress should mandate these requirements in legislation.

**6.2. Increase transparency about foreign business interests.**

Candidates should not be forced to divest from all investments abroad or business deals with foreigners and their companies. Instead, candidates should make public their business interests abroad and then let the voters decide whether there are conflict of interests. The easiest way to make such information available to the voters would be for candidates to publish their tax returns. The U.S. Congress should mandate this practice in legislation.

**6.3. Disclose contacts with foreign nationals and governments.**

Beginning in 2020, all non-incumbent presidential candidates should pledge to document all meetings and other substantive interactions with foreign nationals, especially foreign governments, and to make public this information. To incentivize transparency, the U.S. Congress should establish information handling guidelines, including a tailored exemption for this information under the Freedom of Information Act. Many government agencies already require such disclosures, and the same practice should apply for campaigns. The significance of requiring candidates and their campaign officials to report contacts with foreign nationals attempting to coordinate, make campaign donations, or offer information and services is echoed in the Foreign Influence Reporting in Elections (FIRE) Act—recently introduced by Senator Mark Warner—although the requirements of the FIRE Act go beyond the recommendations in this report.
Moreover, some basic norms about engagement with foreigners should also be embraced proactively by all presidential candidates and their campaigns. For example, all candidates should avoid contact with foreigners to obtain compromising material on their opponents. In addition, they should not encourage foreign governments to steal property from their opponents and then promote the widespread dissemination of that illicit material.

6.4. Strengthen the norm of one government at a time.
Prior to Election Day, the president-elect and the incoming executive branch team should pledge to abstain from meeting with foreign government officials during their transition period, unless such a meeting has been approved and preferably attended by outgoing administration officials. This commitment would demonstrate high levels of transparency and accountability during a critical time of the electoral process, and would allow for appropriate transition planning while demonstrating that only one administration represents the United States at a time.
The Problem

The United States is not the only country in the world to experience malicious, foreign interference during an election. Cyber interference in electoral processes and digital disinformation operations surrounding elections are an international phenomenon. American policymakers rightly are focused on threats to election integrity in the United States in the run-up to the 2020 presidential vote, but these threats are part of a much larger, ongoing challenge to democracies everywhere. Because the problem is global, the American response must be both domestic and international. American government officials as well as the American private sector must recognize and underscore the global dimension of the threat and assume a leadership role in developing defenses against efforts to erode confidence in democracy. Reinforcement of international democratic governance norms in the digital context is vital. International law and other multilateral commitments already provide a substantial normative basis for action.

One of the most important international norms of the post-World War II era is the right of the people of every country to freely choose their own government and determine their own future, enshrined in Article 21, Section 3 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), as well as in Articles 1 and 25 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). Following these multilateral treaties, democratic norms and principles have subsequently been further codified in numerous regional and international agreements and declarations, including those of the Organization of American States (OAS), the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), the European Union (EU), and the African Union (AU). Most recently, over 100 countries signed the Warsaw Declaration, a founding document of the Community of Democracies that defines global democratic norms and principles.

The world’s democracies, including the United States, must reaffirm these principles and then translate and update them for the digital age. A range of stakeholders have undertaken important work to rearticulate and further develop norms for the cyber context. The U.S. government must now provide leadership and engage more systematically in developing and asserting these principles in the cyber realm.
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Previous efforts in updating international norms for the digital age include the Tallinn Manual\(^5\) and Tallinn Manual 2.0,\(^6\) both of which were early efforts to support the application of existing international law to new cyber challenges, particularly relating to warfare. The Freedom Online Coalition was formed in 2011 and now includes 30 governments committed to reinforcing fundamental human rights principles in the digital realm.\(^7\) In 2012, the United Nations Human Rights Council passed a consensus resolution affirming the applicability of fundamental human rights law in the digital space.\(^8\) The United Nations Group of Governmental Experts on Developments in the Field of Information and Telecommunications in the Context of International Security (UN GGE) also took steps to identify and promote international norms in the cyber realm. In a 2013 report, the UN GGE critically asserted that existing international law should be applied to cyber space and in its 2015 report, it articulated a list of eleven voluntary norms of state behavior. Unfortunately, the UN GGE process broke down in 2017 and was unable to reach a consensus. Though both a new GGE and an “Open Ended Working Group” on cyber issues will be launched in the UN this year, prospects for further substantive progress are uncertain. However, none of these prior efforts have dealt explicitly with issues around election interference.

Following the 2016 U.S. presidential election, a surge of individuals and groups\(^9\) have joined the process of identifying norms to protect the integrity of elections, including the important work of articulating the distinction between legitimate efforts to promote democracy and illegitimate interference in the democratic processes of other countries.\(^10\) Some stakeholders have argued that previous democracy promotion efforts of the U.S. and EU in other countries leave Americans and Europeans in a poor position to criticize the disruptive attempts of non-democratic countries.\(^11\) We strongly disagree. There are important, identifiable differences between democracy promotion and unacceptable election interference. Democracy promotion is about ensuring that elections and other democratic processes reflect the will of the people; interference involves distorting the connection between the will of the people and representative government. Compelling analysis detailing these distinctions is beginning to emerge.\(^12\)

This report has articulated dozens of concrete policy recommendations for enhancing the integrity and independence of the American electoral process in the run-up to the 2020 presidential vote. We believe that utilizing international norms more effectively can contribute both to the domestic American mission of protecting elections, while simultaneously building an international coalition dedicated to elections free of outside interference around the world.

Recommendations

7.1. Fortify U.S. and international commitment to human rights.

U.S. policymakers should begin by emphasizing the importance of existing international human rights law and norms. As noted in the UDHR and the ICCPR, as well as in numerous regional covenants and the Warsaw Declaration, these ratified agreements forbid states, groups, or persons from using any means to interfere with or subvert the ability of the people of a country
to choose their representatives and government through open and fair elections that are “free of fraud and intimidation.” Moreover, the President of the United States and senior leaders from both dominant political parties should forcefully denounce any attempt to subvert the sovereign right of the people to elect their representatives, through digital or any other means.

7.2. **Strengthen international norms protecting election infrastructures.**

The Group of Twenty (G20) and the UN GGE have both endorsed the U.S.-sponsored norm that “state[s] should not conduct or knowingly support ICT activity… that intentionally damages critical infrastructure or otherwise impairs the use and operation of critical infrastructure to provide services to the public.” In 2016, the Secretary of Homeland Security formally designated electoral infrastructure as critical infrastructure.

The President of the United States and senior leaders from both dominant political parties should now emphasize the importance of existing norms on protecting critical infrastructure, which can be extended and reinforced in a digital context in several ways. As a starting point, all democracies should be encouraged to similarly acknowledge the obvious: that their election infrastructure, including the digital machinery of voter registration, vote casting, and other aspects of electoral administration, is critical infrastructure in accordance with their national critical infrastructure frameworks.

Furthermore, in line with the Transatlantic Commission on Election Integrity’s pledge and the Global Commission on the Stability of Cyber Space’s proposed norm protecting election systems, political leaders should assert that any effort to hack or otherwise infringe upon a country’s electoral administrative and technical infrastructure—or any of its subnational electoral administrative jurisdictions—is illegitimate. This assertion would include any illicit effort to enter, view, or modify digital systems for voter registration, vote casting, or other aspects of electoral administration.

7.3. **Create norms to deter the use of disinformation and hacked materials.**

By definition, democracies already value and uphold strong norms against using violence and fraud to sway voters. As a form of fraud, disinformation campaigns thus violate fundamental democratic norms by producing, using, or spreading data and materials that were stolen, falsified, fabricated, illegally accessed, or doxed. Similarly, any effort to generate or knowingly distribute false information for the purposes of influencing an election should not be tolerated.

Consequently, political parties and candidates for office in democracies around the world should forge compacts agreeing to adhere to new norms about the production, use, or dissemination of such materials. For example, the Transatlantic Commission on Election Integrity has crafted a pledge and launched a process to seek widespread political recognition and support for such norms. As discussed earlier in this report, both the Democratic and Republican parties, as well as their candidates and campaigns, should lead by example and pledge to strictly uphold these norms. Political parties in democracies around the world should similarly make a public commitment.
7.4. **Lead international advocacy against foreign interference through disinformation.**
The United States should lead international advocacy in support of a norm against any organized fraudulent effort by a foreign entity—including by disguising the true source and nature of the intervention—to engage in, shape, stimulate, or inflame social media discourse for the purpose of distorting public opinion or political discourse, in particular during an election period.

7.5. **Distinguish legitimate cross-border assistance from illicit or unlawful interventions.**
The distinction between legitimate forms of cross-border assistance to strengthen democratic electoral processes, including all aspects of electoral administration and the political environment for campaigning and voting, and illegitimate cross-border interventions to distort and subvert democratic electoral processes, must be clarified in the digital context and defended by democratic institutions. The UDHR recognizes that “the will of the people”, as “expressed in periodic and genuine elections...with free voting procedures ...shall be the basis of the authority of government.” Because states have an obligation to respect the sovereignty of other countries and sovereignty resides in the people of the country, free and open elections are an indispensable means for determining “the will of the people.” Democratic states have not only a right, but also an obligation to assist other peoples to express their will through free and fair elections.

The U.S. State Department, in parallel with similar institutions providing democratic assistance, should clearly articulate the following principles that differentiate legitimate from illegitimate engagement in this realm:

- **Democratic Intent:** Any cross-border engagement with the electoral processes of another country should be done for the purpose of supporting the right to self-determination of the people of that country and to strengthen the integrity of electoral processes, so that universally accepted norms, as stipulated by the UDHR and by regional intergovernmental organizations, such as the OSCE, AU, and OAS, can be better realized.

- **Transparency:** Cross-border engagement with the electoral processes of another country should be openly reported, with the exception of rare instances in which the personal safety of democratic actors is at risk. Furthermore, any involvement by a foreign government or non-state actor should be clearly disclosed by that entity. Engagement should be defined as any action that could affect the opinions or actions of citizens in favor of, or in opposition to, any candidate or party; the decision to participate or abstain from electoral participation; or the belief or confidence in elements of democratic governance.

- **Commitment to Trustworthy Information and Honest-Minded Discourse:** State and non-state actors should refrain from propagating false or misleading information or producing fraudulent, inauthentic social media activity for the purpose of distorting or polarizing public opinion or
online political discourse, particularly during an election period. At the same time, state and non-state actors should strengthen the capacity of democratic media, parties, institutions, and organizations to detect, expose, and counter existing disinformation and manipulation of social media.

7.6. Hold congressional hearings about policies to support free and fair elections internationally.
The U.S. Congress should hold a series of hearings on U.S. government policies and programs to support free and fair elections internationally. Hearings would bring transparency to U.S. government efforts to promote democracy and help sharpen distinctions between appropriate and illegitimate behavior. Greater understanding of best practices to support free and fair elections internationally, including a discussion of efforts of other democracies beside the United States, could help to broaden more public support for these activities.

7.7. Promote cooperation among democracies focused on election protection.
Democratic countries should forge an international coalition to develop, support, and enforce universal norms of appropriate state behavior relating to non-interference in elections, as well as appropriate responses to illegitimate interference in elections. The coalition should establish one or more multilateral centers for sharing diagnostic information and intelligence, developing rapid situational analysis, and distributing this analysis in real time. The centers could be organized either as virtual organizations or brick and mortar institutions. Through the development of multilateral centers, democratic governments can strengthen both bilateral and multilateral forms of cooperation to identify and respond to digital threats to electoral integrity. They should also develop digital literacy initiatives for citizens and share effective strategies for building public resilience against disinformation. Moreover, government leaders from democratic states should meet at an annual summit to review disinformation trends and identify avenues for deepening existing methods of collaboration.

International cooperation is an essential element of the U.S. strategy to combat disinformation and establish new norms preventing electoral interference, as well as to reinforce the validity of previously articulated principles. States that respect the rule of law must cooperate and collaborate in addressing these issues.

7.8. Appoint a senior U.S. government representative on election interference.
The U.S. State Department should designate a senior-level official (ambassador-rank) to serve as the U.S. government lead for building coalitions with other countries to combat election interference and for developing and promoting overall norms on this topic. This official should work in coordination with American law enforcement, intelligence and other agencies to ensure adequate information sharing with foreign counterparts about disinformation campaigns and other malign interference with democratic processes. This official could be an existing official
with a compatible portfolio, such as the official charged with carrying out cyber policy, assuming that he or she is at least of ambassador rank.

7.9. Develop guidelines about platform cooperation with foreign governments.

The U.S. Department of Justice should prepare a legal opinion on the appropriate responses of digital and social media platforms if they are pressured by foreign governments to facilitate censorship, disseminate disinformation, or violate users’ privacy. In addition, the U.S. Department of Justice should work with technology and human rights experts to establish community norms and guidelines for the acceptable level of cooperation between major social media platforms and foreign governments that engage in disinformation campaigns. The U.S. State Department should seek to synchronize such guidelines with the EU, other democratic countries, and relevant international bodies, and subsequently advocate for global recognition and enforcement of these guidelines to support platform integrity and to protect users’ rights under international law.
The Problem

In deciding to interfere in the 2016 U.S. presidential election, Russian President Vladimir Putin calculated that the potential rewards were greater than potential costs. Given continued Russian interference, it is clear that American efforts to date have not changed his calculus. The U.S. government must impose timely, tailored, consistent and credible costs on Russia for aggression that both adequately penalize past conduct and serve as a deterrent for future interference. In so doing, the United States will help to deter other foreign governments from undertaking similar cyber actions both during the 2020 presidential election and more broadly.

The United States has taken some actions in response to Russian interference. For example, both the Obama and Trump administrations have imposed economic sanctions on Russian individuals and companies.1 Secretary of State Mike Pompeo has asserted that the Trump administration has warned the Russian government about the negative consequences of future meddling, but the content of those threats has never been specified—making them impossible to assess—and their credibility is consistently undercut by contradictory messaging from the President.2 There is news reporting about Cyber Command operations against Russian infrastructure, which we applaud in principle because they disrupt malicious activity and impose fleeting costs on Russia.3 However, they are no substitute for a comprehensive, sustained campaign aimed at deterring interference from the Russian government or other foreign actors.

The lack of consistent and forceful U.S. action has had the opposite effect of deterrence, serving instead as a signal to Russia and other potential attackers that this is a relatively cost-free enterprise and encouraging more, not less, malicious activity.4 The United States must do far more. Specifically, a deterrence strategy must be developed and executed to prevent foreign adversaries from intervening in American elections. To be effective and ultimately successful, a deterrence strategy must convince an adversary that the costs of taking a specific action will outweigh the benefits in a way that persuades that adversary to choose not to take that specific action.5 Because deterrence concerns not only the objective facts of intentions, capabilities, and potential responses, but also the subjective perceptions of these facts by adversaries, the
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consistency, credibility, and clarity of communication about one's intentions, capabilities, and potential responses are crucial. U.S. leaders must signal clearly the expected consequences in response to election interference and then commit credibly to taking that course of action before meddling occurs.

However, American leaders have thus far not signaled consistently, credibly, nor clearly about American intentions, capabilities, or potential responses to election interference. Most damagingly, President Trump has not even acknowledged the previous Russian attack, let alone denounce it, or outline clearly how he intends to deter future interventions. A recent report indicates that the President's Chief of Staff explicitly told Kirstjen Nielsen in the months before her resignation as Secretary of Homeland Security to refrain from discussing with the President preparations for new and different forms of interference by Russia in the 2020 election.6

Much of the theoretical discussion on deterrence originated during the Cold War, as researchers and policymakers sought to understand mechanisms for deterring adversaries from launching a nuclear attack. Bernard Brodie, Thomas Schelling, and Herman Kahn were among the most prominent theorists who articulated theories that rational adversaries can be deterred if they assess that the costs of a course of action exceed the benefits.7 A critical element of these theories is that the adversary must believe in the credibility of claims about those costs. These ideas underpinned Cold War nuclear doctrine and remain more-or-less implicit in much of American nuclear posture up to the present, despite some valid criticism of their strength and legitimacy in light of newer findings about decision-making in cognitive psychology.8 Deterrence theory also shapes Russian nuclear doctrine considerably. However, less well understood is the extent to which a variety of direct actions short of war—be they clandestine, covert, cyber, cyber-enabled, psychological, or propaganda—taken by one nuclear power against another might be effectively deterred.

The United States has acknowledged the necessity of deterrence in cyberspace and taken several related actions. In the 2011 International Strategy for Cyberspace, the United States stated that it would use the full range of tools, including diplomatic, economic (including sanctions), law enforcement, cyber, and even kinetic military actions to respond to appropriate cyberattacks.9 President Obama signed an executive order authorizing the use of economic sanctions against actors assessed to have participated in malicious cyber actions against critical infrastructure and other targets, while the U.S. Congress and the Trump administration have issued sanctions regimes to deal with election interference. The U.S. State Department’s May 2018 “Recommendations to the President on Deterring Adversaries and Better Protecting the American People From Cyber Threats” call for a new policy “for when the United States will impose consequences”, a menu of “swift, costly, and transparent” consequences, and better policy planning and international partnerships to impose these consequences.10 If effectively implemented, these steps could be successful and further strengthened by consistent, high-level messaging regarding the explicit threat of cost imposition asymmetrically and across domains. To succeed, however, these threats must be credible.
As noted earlier, U.S. Cyber Command reportedly conducted operations aimed at knocking the Internet Research Agency (IRA) offline on the day of the 2018 midterm elections, though the U.S. government has not publicly acknowledged this action. Although this particular operation, if accurately reported as being focused on disrupting operations during Election Day, was a good start, it nevertheless was too little and too late. As discussed in other chapters, the IRA engages in medium- to long-term propaganda efforts that weaponize social media to undermine public trust in Western institutions, amplify societal polarization, and destabilize perception vis-à-vis truth and factual evidence. If the IRA were operating in the 2018 U.S. midterm elections, as it did during the 2016 U.S. presidential elections, significant damage would have already been inflicted prior to Election Day. Rather than conducting similarly limited operations, the United States needs to impose costs in a strategic way, acting together, when possible, with allies and partners.

Moreover, U.S. government activity in cyberspace often appears to be too quiet to deliver a deterrent message. There clearly is a place for concealed activity with regard to disruption—especially if such disruption is to sow confusion in the adversaries’ ranks. But if the purpose is, even in part, deterrence, then the United States should be more willing to claim responsibility, even if it is after the fact. If the United States communicates either privately or publicly to the adversary that it is taking action, it demonstrates both a willingness and capability to act (helping to deter future conduct) and opens up potential channels of de-escalation through clear military, intelligence, and diplomatic communications channels.

**Recommendations**

*8.1. Recalibrate risk tolerances for actions in cyberspace.*

To be more successful in deterring adversary behavior, the United States must begin by increasing its willingness to accept greater risk of adversary retaliation, including retaliation in the cyber domain. Today, U.S. opponents are counting on American aversion to cyber risk in order to deter U.S. responses. When risk-aversion dominates policymaking, the choice to take no action is privileged. What is necessary instead is a long-term strategy that frames the costs of inaction in terms of both the present and future malicious adversary behavior that inaction enables.

*8.2. Signal a clear and credible commitment to respond to election interference.*

From the top down, and including most importantly from the President, the U.S. government must demonstrate a clear, credible, and consistent commitment in response to future attempts at election interference. U.S. leaders should detail specifically what costs will be imposed on attacking adversaries and, when election interference occurs, actually impose those costs. The worst of all outcomes is drawing red lines without delivering on them. Clear, credible, and consistent commitments to respond and follow-through are crucial to deterrence; in their absence, an adversary is more likely to gamble and believe that the United States is bluffing.
Among other conditions, mandatory response regimes, similar but not necessarily identical to the one contemplated in the DETER Act calling for mandatory sanctions to be imposed upon a determination by the Director of National Intelligence that a foreign power had interfered in a U.S. federal election, should be enacted and implemented.¹⁵

8.3. Maintain a visible position of U.S. capabilities, intentions, and responses.
Deterrent responses from the United States should not be entirely concealed from the adversary, but this requirement does not imply necessarily that the American response must be made public. Specifically, if the intent of a response to penalize meddling or deter future meddling, the adversary must understand that the United States is responding (or has responded) to meddling and that penalties will continue unless the adversary’s behavior changes. It should also be signaled or communicated to the adversary that penalties will cease when its behavior changes. Clear signaling can be conveyed publicly or privately, during presidential summits, calls, and written communications or private meetings between diplomats or intelligence officers. Actions can also send signals, though care must be taken to ensure that the adversary actually gets the message. The mode of signaling should be calibrated to maximize impact while minimizing retaliatory and other risks—private signaling might allay the domestic political need for an adversary leader to respond to a perceived threat from the United States and serve as a means of de-escalation if needed. The U.S. State Department’s proposed new policy on transparent deterrence responses should be fleshed out and released swiftly,¹⁶ as should incorporate asymmetric and cross-domain responses recommended below.

8.4. Enact country-specific and timely responses that impose real, effective costs.
American policymakers should take appropriate deterrence responses, which are not only country-specific and timely, but also impose real costs on adversaries. Cost imposition need not be in the same domain—U.S. decisionmakers should consider responding in a domain unrelated to the one in which the original incident occurred. In addition to more traditional diplomatic sanctions, law enforcement, and cyber tools, response options can span the full range of dealings between the United States and the country at issue and could include anything from trade to immigration—as long as it places at risk something the adversary wants until their behavior changes.¹⁷

Examples of responsive actions that could be considered, subject to the caveats below, include more targeted economic sanctions on the adversary, restrictions on travel to the United States, or targeted economic sanctions on the adversary’s agents and close friends.¹⁸ Various kinds of covert action could also be considered, including targeted action against the financial holdings of the key individuals responsible for meddling. With respect to the Russian government, publication of true information about corruption or illicit financial dealings is another instrument of deterrence to maintain in the American arsenal.
U.S. decisionmakers must also keep in mind that a meaningful response from the United States is likely to provoke a counterreaction, and therefore insights of the intelligence community regarding such counterreactions should be sought and taken into account in determining the wisdom of taking such actions in the first place. In other words, concerns about the scope and nature of a likely counterreaction should not deter the United States from responding (see recommendation 1), but the United States should proceed knowing to the extent possible the risks from any given U.S. response.

Furthermore, U.S. actions to impose costs for bad behavior must be accompanied by credible promises to cease cost imposition activities once bad behavior has terminated. Otherwise, the adversary will have no particular incentive to stop its own aggressive behavior.

**8.5. Promote collective engagement with international partners.**

Deterrence is more effective and impactful when done collectively rather than acting alone. Perceptions of credibility and commitment to take substantial and significant actions in response to election interference are strengthened when they come from a coalition of countries and multilateral organizations working in solidarity. Building a coalition of countries to take collective action is a stated goal of the State Department’s deterrence initiative and should be fully resourced and supported. Although there has been some success in joint attribution efforts with respect to Russian and North Korean malicious cyber activity, the practice of “naming and shaming” those countries is unlikely to change their malign behavior absent cost imposition. Achieving collective cost imposition, however, will require more than diplomacy and coalition building. Among other things, information sharing with partners will need to be improved to enable those partners to act and get needed political-level buy-in for taking action. Partners will also need to expand their ability to impose substantial costs. In addition, as discussed in greater detail in Chapter Seven, the international community must come together to establish norms against electoral interference. The next step would be to transparently agree on cost-imposing responses to those countries who violate these norms.

**8.6. Conduct a continuous strategic disruption campaign against adversaries that seek to interfere with U.S. elections.**

At its most effective level, election interference is not so much an event as an ongoing adversary activity. Accordingly, the United States must conduct its counter-interference efforts as a strategic campaign rather than as a one-time response. Strategic campaigns are, of course, defined by consistent effort over time and coherent strategy, and should be directed specifically against the offending actors (i.e., those individuals and organizations most closely involved with the interference activities). Note, however, that in conducting such a campaign, the United States should be aware that conducting cyber operations unilaterally in non-adversary space can place at risk partnerships with those countries that might otherwise be willing to take future collective action.
8.7. Pursue common interests in cyberspace where possible.

As highlighted in the beginning of this chapter, the United States has failed to impose costs on Russia adequate to deter meddling in U.S. elections, and so the previous recommendations propose various measures to increase costs to Russia as a consequence of continuing interference. Such actions also will deter other foreign actors. Nevertheless, the necessity of taking such measures should not blind the United States to the reality that the United States and Russia must have communication channels and do have common interests that are worth exploring despite the adversarial relationship between the two nations. Eventually, not unlike nuclear arms control negotiations during the Cold War, we must be able to credibly deter and to establish some rules of the road for preventing catastrophic outcomes at the same time. First, the United States should ensure that there are adequate formal and informal communication channels—military, intelligence, and diplomatic—to allow for appropriate signaling and de-escalation as the deterrence strategy is being implemented. Such channels also can help to avoid misperception or misattribution in the event of a third-party cyber operation seeking to provoke further conflict or escalate tensions between the two nations. For example, working and technical level talks to make sure the U.S.-Russia cyber hotline is operational and tested would ensure that this communication channel is available when needed.

In addition, the United States, when appropriate, should support the establishment of working groups between the two nations and encourage unofficial Track 2 dialogues to explore the shape and nature of carefully scoped common interests. For example, both nations share commitments to fight child pornography and human trafficking, activities that rely in large measure on cyber-enabled communications. Neither nation wants the other nation to suffer cyberattacks that increase the likelihood of accidental nuclear conflict. Discussions about such topics (or others—these are merely illustrative) could lead to mutual actions that serve the interests of both the United States and Russia, and as importantly could help to establish and sustain channels of communication that would prove valuable in the future.

Of course, in commissioning any formal government discussions, the United States must be careful not to inadvertently signal to Russia or the rest of the world that it has simply forgiven Russia’s past and continuing election meddling and other malicious cyber conduct. Russia has long sought to re-establish the high-level, political cyber dialogue (that was suspended, like other such dialogues, following Russia’s incursions into Ukraine), in part, for this very purpose. Unless and until there are significant commitments by Russia and substantial changes in Russia’s actions, any high-level cyber dialogue is at best premature and at worst simply a public relations coup that would be seen as rewarding them for their disruptive conduct. And even if such a dialogue on cyber issues starts again in the future, the United States must continue to deter Russia’s belligerent behavior in other domains, including first and foremost in Europe in general and Ukraine in particular. During the Cold War, U.S. administrations managed to engage their
Soviet counterparts on nuclear arms control issues, while simultaneously containing the Soviet Union on other fronts. Regarding cyber issues and other confrontational areas of the current U.S.-Russian agenda, we can pursue a similarly sophisticated, dual track strategy of engagement and containment again.
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7 In addition to the authors of the chapters, I am deeply grateful to Bronte Kass and Kimberly Renk for their editorial and research assistance in completing this report.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1 Authors of individual chapters clearly support the recommendations in their chapters but do not necessarily endorse the recommendations in other chapters.
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1 Additional thanks to Anya Shkurko and Anna Manafova for their research contributions to this chapter.
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